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In this section:
"Board of Directors Report"

English Translation of Elron's Board of
Directors Report for the Third Quarter of
2020, included in Part II of this report.

"Financial Statements"

English

Translation of Elron's Interim

Consolidated Financial Statements as of
September 30, 2020, included in Part III of
this report.
"Annual Report"

Elron's Annual Report for the year ended
December 31, 2019 filed with the Israeli
Securities Authority.

The rest of the terms in this report shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the
Annual Report, unless stated explicitly otherwise.
The matters described below are in addition to the developments and changes that
occurred in the first three quarters of 2020 that were already previously described in
Part I of the Company's Quarterly Report for the First Quarter or Second Quarter of
2020. The matters described below are presented according to the section numbers in
Part I of the Annual Report.
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1. Section 1 of Part I of the Annual Report – Introduction
1.1. Section 1.5 - Elron is an operational holding company that focuses on building
technology companies. Elron's primary goal is to create value for its shareholders by
enhancing and realizing its holdings (whether through exit transactions or public
offerings), while seeking new investment opportunities in technology companies.
Currently, Elron has significant holdings in medical device, cybersecurity and
enterprise software companies, and is examining investment opportunities mainly in
cybersecurity and enterprise software companies. This Part I presents details, among
others, on main group companies. In November 2020, subsequent to the reporting
date, following the approval of the Committee for the Review of the Financial
Statements, Elron's board of directors decided to update the quantitative criterion that
determines if a company is a main group company to adapt it to a market test that
will reflect what is customary in the market and more relevant business-wise. From
Elron's perspective, a main group company is a company that meets either the
quantitative criterion or one of the qualitative criteria as specified below:
i.

Quantitative criterion – a company in which the total investment in Elron's
Statement of Financial Position exceeds 15% of Elron's total assets according
to the Company's most recent financial statements.

ii.

Qualitative criteria – significant investment commitments by Elron, significant
risks and exposure in connection with Elron's investment, the inherent
potential in the investment from management’s perspective, or significant
value (current or potential) of Elron’s investment, etc.

Accordingly, in light of the update of the quantitative criterion, Pocared (which before
the aforementioned decision met the quantitative criterion only) ceased to be a main
group company from Elron's perspective.
Out of the group companies, as of the filing date, RDC meets the quantitative and
qualitative criteria and BrainsGate and CartiHeal meet the qualitative criterion only,
and are therefore deemed as main group companies. The composition of main group
companies may change from time to time due to, among others, changes arising from
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the sale of a company, investments in companies, or decreases in their value and change
in value of the investment in Elron's financial statements.

2. Section 2 of Part I of the Annual Report – Description of Elron's Operations and
Description of Developments in Its Business
2.1. Section 2.1 – Description of Elron's Operations
Section 2.1.6 – See Section 1.2 of the Board of Directors Report for details
regarding additional developments in Elron and group companies during the
period of this report and subsequent thereto.
2.2. Section 2.2 –Elron's Shareholders
Section 2.2.1 – On September 25, 2020, following proceedings initiated on behalf
of the debenture holders of IDB Development Corporation Ltd., ("IDB
Development") under the Israel Insolvency and Economic Rehabilitation Law,
2018, a judgment and decisions were issued by the court according to which an
order was issued to initiate proceedings against IDB Development, as well as an
order for liquidation and appointment of a trustee. The court also appointed
temporary receivers of the assets pledged for the benefit of the debenture holders
of IDB Development, including the controlling shares in Discount Investment
Corporation Ltd. (which holds approximately 61% of the Company's shares,
"DIC"). On November 20, 2020, subsequent to the reporting date, the Court's
decision was given, in which the Court approved the offer by Mega Or Holdings
Ltd. to purchase the shares of DIC constituting approximately 82% of DIC's
issued share capital.

3. Section 15 of Part I of the Annual Report – Investments
3.1. In the first nine months of 2020, Elron (directly and indirectly) invested
approximately $8.2 million in group companies. For further details, see Section
1.4 of the Board of Directors Report and Note 3 to the Financial Statements.
3.2. In October 2020, subsequent to the reporting date, RDC completed its first
investment in the amount of $2 million in Imvision Software Technologies Ltd.
("Imvision"), as part of a $3.2 million financing round. According to the
3

investment agreement (SAFE- Simple Agreement for Future Equity), the
investment sum will be converted into Imvision shares under certain conditions
stipulated in the agreement. Imvision has developed an AI-based API security
threat detection solution. For further details, see Note 3.N to the Financial
Statements.

4. Section 26 of Part I of the Annual Report – CartiHeal
Sections 26.11– Further to the Annual Report, including the forward-looking statement
in Section 26.13, in October 2020, subsequent to the reporting date, CartiHeal's AgiliC implant was granted designation as a Breakthrough Device by the U.S. Food and drug
Administration (FDA).
The FDA's Breakthrough Devices Program is a voluntary program designed to allow
faster access to devices that provide effective treatment or diagnosis for life-threatening
illnesses or illnesses that cause severe and irreversible disability, in the absence of
alternative effective treatment. In the event that a device qualifies as a "Breakthrough
Designation", it is possible, among other things, to speed up the examination process of
the marketing approval application by the FDA.
CartiHeal expects to complete the follow-up period for the pivotal clinical trial of the
Agili-C device in October 2021, and to announce final trial results at the end of 2021.
Shortly thereafter and insofar as the results will demonstrate success in the pivotal trial,
CartiHeal is expected to submit a U.S. marketing approval application to the FDA. FDA
approval, if received, may take approximately one year from submission to approval.
The review process of the marketing approval application may be expedited following
the Breakthrough Device Designation of CartiHeal's Agili-C implant by the FDA.

Yaron Elad

Niv Levy

CEO

CFO

November 25, 2020, Tel Aviv, Israel
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1. Board of Directors' Analysis of the Company's Business
1.1. Company Description
1.1.1. General
Elron Electronic Industries Ltd. ("Elron", the "Company") is an operational holding company that focuses
on building technology companies. Currently, Elron has significant holdings in medical device,
cybersecurity and enterprise software companies, and is examining investment opportunities mainly in
cybersecurity and enterprise software companies. Elron's principal shareholder is Discount Investment
Corporation Ltd. ("DIC") (61.06%).
On November 20, 2020, subsequent to the reporting date, due to the effects of various legal proceedings
relating, inter alia, to the appointment of receivers on the controlling shares in DIC, the Court's decision
was given, in which the Court approved the offer by Mega Or Holdings Ltd. to purchase the shares of
DIC constituting approximately 82% of DIC's issued share capital (for further details, see section 2.2 in
the report of Material Changes and Updates that Occurred in the Company's Business in the Three
Months Ended September 30, 2020) (“the Court’s Decision”).
Elron operates through consolidated companies (companies controlled by Elron and whose financial
statements are consolidated with Elron's financial statements), associates (companies over which Elron
has significant influence and which are included in its financial statements using the equity method), and
other companies over which the Company does not have significant influence (included in the financial
statements based on fair value) (the "Group Companies").
For details on the accounting method applied to the Group Companies in Elron's financial statements,
Elron's holding percentage in the Group Companies and their carrying value, see the annex to the
Company's Interim consolidated financial statements as of September 30, 2020 (the "Financial
Statements").
The Financial Statements were prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards ("IFRS").
Due to the resignation of Mr. Eduardo Elsztain, Chairman of the Board of Directors as detailed in section
2.1 below and since there is no Chairman of the Board of Directors serving at the time of the approval
of this report, the Company's board of directors authorized Mr. Doron Cohen, a director, to sign the
Company’s reports for the third quarter of 2020, in lieu of the Chairman of the Board of Directors.

1.1.2. Main goal
Elron's main goal is to build value for its shareholders by enhancing and exiting its Group Company
holdings (whether through their sale or through the public listing of their shares), while simultaneously
seeking new investment opportunities in technology companies.

1.1.3. Strategy
In order to achieve this goal, Elron operates according to the following business strategy:
• Identifying and exploiting investment opportunities in companies with innovative technology and
significant exit potential.
• Investing over the long term in order to maximize the possibility of enhancing the Group Companies'
value.
• Focusing on investments which afford Elron influence and active involvement in their management.
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• Actively enhancing the Group Companies' value by providing hands-on assistance to their
management.
• Exploiting opportunities to exit Group Companies.

1.1.4. RDC
As part of its business strategy, Elron examines a broad range of cooperation and investment proposals,
including through RDC – Rafael Development Corporation Ltd. ("RDC"), an Elron subsidiary.
RDC has first rights to adapt military technologies developed by Rafael – Advanced Defense Systems
Ltd. ("Rafael") for civilian markets. RDC seeks to identify technology projects and invest in companies
that will either make commercial use of Rafael's military technologies or which will benefit from Rafael's
technology, know-how and expertise, and also invests in other companies in similar fields to Elron’s
group companies.

1.1.5. Group companies
Elron's Main Companies and its holding percentage of outstanding shares in them as of the date of filing
this report are as follows:
• RDC (50.1%) - See description in section 1.1.4 above.
• BrainsGate Ltd. (30%) ("BrainsGate") - BrainsGate is developing a system for treating ischemic
stroke. The system operates by electrically stimulating a nerve center located behind the nasal
cavity using a miniature implantable electrode, in order to increase blood flow to the brain. The
system is intended to enable treatment up to 24 hours post-symptom onset.
• CartiHeal (2009) Ltd. (27%) ("CartiHeal") - CartiHeal is developing an implant for repair of articular
cartilage and osteochondral defects in loadbearing joints, such as the knee. The implant
biodegrades in the implantation site, and promotes the regeneration of cartilage and subchondral
bone.
For details on the criteria for classifying a Group Company as a main company, see section 1.5 of Part
I of the Company's Annual Report for 2019 and section 1 in Part A of the Interim Report - Material
Changes and Updates that Occurred in the Company’s Business during the three-month period ended
September 30, 2020.
Additional Group Companies and Elron's holding percentage of outstanding shares in them as of the
date of filing this report are, among others, as follows:
• Pocared Diagnostics Ltd. (4% by Elron, 6% by RDC) ("Pocared") - Pocared is developing a
real-time and automated system for infectious diseases diagnosis using optical technology,
intended for use by major microbiological laboratories and hospitals, as an alternative to current
microbiological practice of bacteria culturing. During the third quarter of 2020, Pocared ceased to
be classified as a Main Company because it no longer meets the qualifying criteria. For further
details, see section 1.2.3 below.
• SixGill Ltd. (23%) ("SixGill") - SixGill develops and provides an automated system that crawls the
Dark Web and extracts information to provide its customers with relevant intelligence and alerts
regarding possible or ongoing cyber-attacks against the enterprise.
• Alcide IO Ltd. (30%) ("Alcide") - Alcide develops and provides a security platform for Kubernetes
deployments from code to production.
• Coramaze Technologies Ltd. (30%) ("Coramaze") - Coramaze is developing a minimally
invasive device to repair heart valves.
• Nitinotes Ltd. (25%) ("Nitinotes") - Nitinotes is developing a minimally invasive endoscopic
procedure for treatment of obesity.
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• Notal Vision Inc. (12%) ("Notal Vision") - Notal Vision develops and provides ophthalmic
diagnostic services for managing age-related macular degeneration (AMD) from home and
improving vision outcomes.
• SecuredTouch Inc. (28% by RDC) ("SecuredTouch") - SecuredTouch develops and provides a
solution that enables the identification of end users by creating a biometric profile for mobile
applications.
• IronScales Ltd. (13% by RDC) ("IronScales") - IronScales develops and provides a cloud-based
(SaaS) solution, which aims to protect the organization from targeted email attacks (spear-phishing)
by using an automated and multi-layered solution combining machine learning and active
identification by employees of the organization.
• Open Legacy Technologies Ltd. (23% by RDC) ("Open Legacy") - Open Legacy develops and
markets a software solution for digital integration of information systems in organizations, based on
API (Application Programming Interface).
• Cynerio Israel Ltd. (24% by RDC) ("Cynerio") - Cynerio develops and provides a platform that
enables healthcare providers to secure patient data and connected medical devices against cyber
threats.
• Kindite Ltd. (28% by RDC) ("Kindite") - Kindite is developing an encryption platform for cloud
and other applications that enables search and retrieval of data while maintaining complete end to
end encryption.
• Oz Code Ltd. (formerly “CodeValue D.T. Ltd.”) (37% by RDC) ("OzCode”) - OzCode develops
and provides a simple, rapid and efficient debugging solution for developers.
• Sayata Labs Ltd. (19% by RDC) ("Sayata") - Sayata develops and markets technological
solutions for insurance agencies and firms to assess the risk in cyber insurance policies for small
and medium businesses.
• One-View Space Ltd. (10% by RDC) (“One-View”) - One-View develops an automated platform
for analyzing and extracting insights from satellite imagery from multiple sources using artificial
intelligence (AI) based algorithms.
• Imvision Software Technologies Ltd. (SAFE- Simple Agreement for Future Equity by RDC)
(“ImVision”) - Imvision develops an AI-based API security threat detection solution.
• PlyMedia Israel (2006) Ltd. (22%) ("PlyMedia") - PlyMedia develops and markets a digital
advertising platform for ad networks.
• AudioBurst Ltd. (7%) (“AudioBurst”) - AudioBurst is developing and supplying a search engine
which enables one to find and to hear audio content on any subject from anywhere in the world.
• Kzen Networks Ltd. (8%) (“KZen”) - KZen develops and provides a secure crypto wallet that
doesn't compromise between security and user experience.

1.1.6. Factors affecting the results of operations and capital resources
As a holding company, Elron's operating results mainly derive from:
• its share in the net losses of Group Companies;
• gains or losses from exit transactions or changes in holdings, and revaluation of investments
recorded based on fair value;
• its corporate activities.
Elron's capital resources in any given period are primarily affected by:
• the extent of its investments;
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• proceeds from exit transactions;
• dividends distributed to shareholders or received from Group Companies.
Most of the Group Companies are technology companies which have not yet generated significant
revenues, if at all, and which invest considerable resources in development and record losses. As a
result, Elron has recorded and is expected to continue to record losses in respect of their ongoing
operations, based on the accounting method applied to them in the Financial Statements.
The technology field in which the Group Companies operate is characterized by a high degree of risk.
The Group Companies' success is dependent, among other things, upon: their intellectual property and
ability to protect it; their ability to raise financing; their ability to successfully complete their products'
development and receive regulatory clearance to market them, including through clinical trials; their
ability to make the transition from development to manufacturing stages; their ability to market their
products on a significant commercial scale; their ability to develop additional products; and their ability
to successfully compete in the markets in which they operate.
Elron's ability to effect exit transactions at significant values is affected, among other things, by economic
conditions, market conditions in the hi-tech industry, the status of the venture capital industry, the status
of the capital markets, various contractual and regulatory restrictions, and is also dependent on
management's ability to successfully lead exit transactions, and the circumstances and characteristics
of the group company whose sale is being considered.
In addition, Elron's and the Group Companies' ability to obtain external financing is affected by economic
conditions, the status of the capital markets, and the status of the venture capital industry. The Company
is continuously monitoring the impact of the spread of the coronavirus (COVID-19) on its activities as a
whole, and the focal points of risk in particular. For further details, see Section 1.2.3 below.

1.2. Description of Operations in the Period of this Report and Subsequently
1.2.1. Secondary Transactions
•

IronScales - In July 2020, the sale of part of RDC’s holdings in IronScales was completed as part
of an external financing round IronScales completed concurrently. Pursuant to this sale, RDC
immediately received an amount of approximately $5.0 million. As a result, Elron recorded a net
gain attributable to its shareholders of approximately $1.9 million (a consolidated net gain of
approximately $3.8 million) in the third quarter of 2020. For further details see Note 3.C to the
Financial Statements.

•

Coramaze - In July 2020, agreements for the sale of part of Elron’s holdings in Coramaze were
signed in consideration for an amount of approximately €0.7 million (approximately $0.8 million).
As a result, Elron recorded a net gain of approximately $0.2 million in the third quarter of 2020. For
further details see Note 3.E to the Financial Statements.

•

For details regarding the transaction for an investment and option to sell CartiHeal, and regarding
an agreement for the transfer of part of the holdings of Elron and RDC in Pocared, see section
1.2.3 below.

1.2.2. Investments
•

In the first nine months of 2020, Elron (directly and through RDC) invested approximately $8.2
million in the Group Companies. For further details see section 1.4 below and Note 3 to the
Financial Statements.
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•

New investment in ImVision - In October 2020, subsequent to the reporting date, RDC completed
its first investment in ImVision in the amount of $2.0 million as part of a $3.1 million SAFE financing
round. For further details, see Note 3.N to the Financial Statements.

•

New investment in One-View - In February 2020, RDC completed its first investment in One-View
as part of an approximately $3.2 million financing round (RDC’s share in the round was $0.75
million). For further details, see Note 3.J to the Financial Statements.

• External financing round in Open Legacy, led by new strategic investor - In February 2020,
Open Legacy raised approximately $20.6 million in a financing round led by SBI Holdings, a
Japanese financial services company. SBI Holdings views Open Legacy and its platform as an
important factor that will support the future integration process of banking institutions controlled by
SBI Holdings. RDC did not participate in the aforementioned financing round. For further details,
see Note 3.F to the Financial Statements.
• SixGill engaged in strategic partnership with Crowdstrike, a global cybersecurity vendor In May 2020, SixGill entered into an approximately $6 million strategic partnership with Crowdstrike,
a leading global cybersecurity vendor, which includes a three-year license and OEM agreement,
as well as a $1 million investment in SixGill, as an extension to SixGill's financing round from
December 2019. For further details see Note 3.G to the Financial Statements.

1.2.3. Developments in Group Companies
•

The impact of the spread of the coronavirus - Further to section 22.1 in Part I of the Company’s
Annual Report for 2019, the Company is continuously monitoring the impact of the spread of the
coronavirus (COVID-19) on its activities as a whole, and the focal points of risk in particular. The
consequences that have arisen so far are: difficulties in raising capital for group companies; the
impact of disruptions to the activities of the group companies' existing and potential suppliers and
business partners at the focal points of the virus; budget cuts among potential customers and
subsequent decisions to increase product life-cycles rather than adopt new technology solutions;
difficulties for group companies in closing commercial transactions or generating leads and
managing lengthy and complex sale-cycles, among other things, due to mobility constraints
between countries; difficulties or delays in recruiting patients for clinical trials, and a worldwide
global slowdown that may make it difficult to execute exit transactions.

•

Transaction for investment and option to sell CartiHeal - In July 2020, CartiHeal and
shareholders of CartiHeal, including Elron, entered into definitive agreements with Bioventus LLC
(an international medical device manufacturing company, "Bioventus"), an existing shareholder of
CartiHeal, as follows:
o
o
o

an equity investment by Bioventus in CartiHeal of $15-20 million at a pre-money
valuation of $180 million. Out of this sum, $15 million was invested immediately (the
"Investment");
an exclusive option for Bioventus to acquire 100% of CartiHeal's share capital (the "Call
Option");
a put option for CartiHeal to require that Bioventus purchases 100% of CartiHeal's
share capital (the "Put Option").

The Call Option is exercisable from the closing of the Investment. The Put Option shall be
exercisable and subject to pivotal clinical trial success, including on certain secondary endpoints,
and the FDA approving the Agili-C device with a label consistent in all respects with pivotal clinical
trial success. The Call Option and Put Option shall terminate 45 days following obtainment of FDA
approval and fulfillment of customary closing conditions.
In the event of exercise of the Call Option or the Put Option, Elron's expected share in the total
consideration for the acquisition of CartiHeal amounts to $126-129 million in the aggregate, and is
comprised of (i) $90-92 million (subject to customary financial adjustments) payable at the
acquisition closing (including $12 million to be deposited in escrow for 24 months, primarily to
5
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secure certain indemnification obligations of the selling shareholders to Bioventus), and (ii) $36-37
million payable at such time when the sales of the Agili-C and certain other revenues resulting from
the commercializing of other CartiHeal technology shall generate at least $100 million in revenues
during a consecutive 12-month period. For further details see Note 3.A to the Financial Statements.
•

In October 2020, subsequent to the reporting date, CartiHeal's Agili-C implant was granted
designation as a Breakthrough Device by the U.S. Food and drug Administration (FDA).
The FDA's Breakthrough Devices Program is a voluntary program designed to allow faster access
to devices that provide effective treatment or diagnosis for life-threatening illnesses or illnesses that
cause severe and irreversible disability, in the absence of alternative effective treatment. In the
event that a device qualifies as a "Breakthrough Designation", it is possible, among other things, to
speed up the examination process of the marketing approval application by the FDA.
As stated in Section 26 of Part I Company's Annual Report for 2019, CartiHeal expects to complete
the follow-up period for the pivotal clinical trial of the Agili-C device in October 2021, and to
announce final trial results at the end of 2021. Shortly thereafter and insofar as the results will
demonstrate success in the pivotal trial, CartiHeal is expected to submit a U.S. marketing approval
application to the FDA. FDA approval, if received, may take approximately one year from
submission to approval. The review process of the marketing approval application may be
expedited following the Breakthrough Device Designation of CartiHeal's Agili-C implant by the FDA.
There is no assurance as to the consummation of the exercise of the Call Option or the Put Option,
or the timing thereof. For further details, see immediate report filed by Elron on July 16, 2020
(reference number: 2020-01-075864(.
The above projected data and estimates are forward-looking information, as defined in Section 32A
of the Israel Securities Law, 5728-1968, and are based on Elron's and CartiHeal's current
assessments of information relating to future events whose occurrence is not certain and which is
not within the sole control of Elron and CartiHeal, primarily the Conditions Precedents, whose
occurrence is dependent upon the parties to the transactions, and other factors which may cause
a materially different result or may result in the transactions pursuant to the Call Option or Put
Option not taking place.

•

CE marketing approval in Europe and Submission of FDA application by BrainsGate - Further
to sections 24.11 and 24.19 in Part I of the Company's Annual Report for 2019, in May 2020,
BrainsGate received marketing approval in Europe (CE marking) of its ISS product for treatment
of ischemic stroke in patients with confirmed cortical involvement, started within 24 hours of
symptom onset.
Furthermore, in February 2020, BrainsGate submitted its PMA marketing approval application to
the FDA based upon the results of the ImpACT-24B trial. During the second quarter of 2020,
BrainsGate received feedback on its submission from the FDA, including a list of questions,
requests for clarifications, and required supplementary testing, including biocompatibility testing for
BrainsGate's ISS device. BrainsGate is preparing the necessary clarifications and supplementary
testing and intends to submit them in the first half of 2021.
BrainsGate's above estimates are forward-looking in nature, as such term is defined in the Israeli
Securities Law, 5728-1968, and are based on information existing in BrainsGate as of the date of
filing this report. These estimates, in whole or in part, may not materialize, or may materialize in a
manner materially different than expected. The principal factors that may affect this are directives
and determinations by regulatory authorities, unforeseen regulatory difficulties, regulatory
developments and changes in fields of operation, developments in the fields in which BrainsGate
operates, failure to meet its goals, and modifications in its business plan, goals and/or strategy.

•

Pocared - Further to section 25.3 in Part I of the Company's Annual Report for 2019, regarding
Pocared’s fundraising efforts, Pocared continues conducting efforts to raise such financing and is
in talks with several parties. In order to expand Pocared’s fundraising sources and to improve its
chances to raise funds from external investors, in August 2020, Elron and RDC signed an
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agreement (the "Transaction") with several of Pocared's shareholders, led by Naftali Investments
Ltd. which is owned by the Oudi Recanati family (the "Buyers"), whereby:
The Buyers undertook to fund Pocared's current operations and the continuation of its efforts to
obtain external financing, with a total amount of $1.0 million which was invested in Pocared by the
Buyers.
As part of the Transaction, Elron and RDC invested (together) in Pocared a total amount of $100
thousand. Following this investment, Elron and RDC have no obligation to make any further
investment in Pocared.
Elron and RDC transferred most of their holdings in Pocared shares to the Buyers, as well as most
of the balance of the loans previously granted to Pocared by them (collectively in this section: "the
Securities"), such that Elron's consolidated holding in Pocared decreased to approximately 10% of
Pocared's issued capital (of which 4% by Elron and approximately 6% by RDC).
In addition to their remaining holding in Pocared, Elron and RDC will be entitled to 64% of any
future consideration that the Buyers may receive from the Securities that were transferred (from
Pocared or any third party).
Elron and RDC retained customary minority rights in Pocared, including the right to appoint a
director on Pocared’s board, which will include up to five board members.
As a result of the Transaction, as of August 2020, Pocared ceased to be a subsidiary of Elron and
as of the this date, the aforementioned rights in Pocared, the ownership rights by virtue of the direct
holding, and the rights that are essentially ownership rights by virtue of the transferred shares, are
treated in accordance with the equity method of accounting . For further details see Note 3.B to the
Financial Statements.
Furthermore, Pocared ceased to be classified as a Main Company as it no longer meets the criteria
for classification (for further details see section 1.1.5 above).

1.2.4. Financing
• As of the date of filing this report, Elron's and RDC's non-consolidated liquid resources amounted
to approximately $20.4 million and $22.4 million, respectively. These amounts include Elron and
RDC's bank deposits in the amount of approximately $11.0 and $4.0 million, respectively and other
short term investments in securities of Elron and RDC in the amount of approximately $4.7 million
and $0.7 million, respectively. As of the date of filing this report, Elron and RDC have no debt.

1.2.4. Personnel
•

Employee Options (for further details, see note 3.O to the Financial Statements)- In accordance
with the Company's Option Plan, in July 2020, 971,138 Options were granted to the Company’s
CEO, and in May 2020, 1,388,156 Options were granted to the other two officers. The vesting
period of the Options is as follows: 1/3 at the end of one year from the date of grant, an additional
1/3 at the end of the second year from the date of the grant and an additional 1/3 at the end of the
third year from the date of the grant. In accordance with the terms of the option grant, in any event
of “change of control”, as defined in section 18.9.8 to the supplementary report to the report
convening the general shareholders meeting filed by the Company on June 29, 2020 (reference
number: 2020-01-068487), including in event that the indirect controlling shareholder on the date
of the grant (Mr. Eduardo Elsztain) ceases to be the indirect controlling shareholder of the
Company, all Options which were granted under the Company’s Option Plan and not yet vested,
will vest in full.
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1.3. Results of Operations
1.3.1. Elron's main operating results
For the nine months
ended September 30,
2020

Gain (loss) attributable to
Elron's shareholders
Gain (loss) per share
attributable to Elron's
shareholders (in $)

For the three months
ended September 30,

2019
2020
Unaudited
$ thousands

2019

For the
year
ended
December
31, 2019
Audited

)11,422(

)15,759(

255

)4,630(

)22,376(

)0.27(

)0.46(

0.01

)0.11(

)0.62(

As previously mentioned, the gain (loss) attributable to Elron's shareholders mainly comprises of: I)
Elron's share in the losses of Group Companies, II) gain (loss) from disposal and revaluation of investee
companies and changes in holdings, net, III) corporate operating expenses, IV) tax benefit (taxes on
income), as detailed below *

For the nine months
ended September 30,
2020
2019
Elron's share in losses of
Group Companies, net
Gain from disposal and
revaluation of group
companies and changes
in holdings, net
Corporate operating
expenses
Tax benefit (Taxes on
income)
Other
Gain (loss) attributable to
shareholders

For the three months
ended September 30,
2020
2019
$ thousands

For the
year
ended
December
31, 2019

)10,823(

)12,246(

)2,252(

)3,884(

)17,235(

3,773

762

4,311

436

719

)2,634(

(3,292)

)844(

(1,034)

)4,724(

)453(
)1,285(

(983)

)425(
)535(

(148)

84
)1,220(

)11,422(

)15,759(

255

)4,630(

)22,376(

* The results summarized in the table are presented net of non-controlling interest.

I) Losses in respect of Group Companies
Elron's share in the net losses of Group Companies:
As previously mentioned, most of the Group Companies are technology companies which have not yet
generated significant revenues, if at all, and which invest considerable resources in research and
development and in marketing activities. According to accounting principles, these companies'
investments in the development of their products are recorded as they occur in their statement of income
as an increase in R&D expenses (insofar as these expenses are not capitalized as intangible assets as
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is permitted, according to accounting principles, only when technological feasibility has been
established). Therefore, as the Group Companies increase their investments in order to develop their
products and advance their business, they cause Elron to record greater losses in respect of its share
in their losses.
The loss Elron recorded in the third quarter and first nine months of 2020 in respect of its share in the
losses of Group Companies (net of non-controlling interests) resulted mainly from the losses of Pocared,
BrainsGate and Alcide.
The loss Elron recorded in the third quarter and first nine months of 2019 in respect of its share in the
losses of Group Companies (net of non-controlling interests) resulted mainly from the losses of Pocared,
CartiHeal and Alcide.

II) Gain (loss) from disposal and revaluation of group companies, and changes in holdings, net:
Gain and loss from disposal and revaluation of group companies, and changes in holdings in the third
quarter and first nine months of 2020 resulted mainly from:
• An approximately $1.9 million net gain recorded in the third quarter (net of non-controlling interests)
due to the sale of a portion of the shares of IronScales (approximately $2.3 million before tax) (for
further details see section 1.2.1 above).
• An approximately $1.7 million gain recorded in the third quarter (net of non-controlling interests)
following the transfer of part of the holdings of Elron and RDC in Pocared and as a result of the fair
value measurement of Elron and RDC's holdings in Pocared subsequent to the loss of control over
Pocared (for further details see section 1.2.3 above).
• An approximately $1.4 million loss recorded due to a decrease in the fair value of the investment
in Aqwise – Wise Water Technologies Ltd. ("Aqwise").
• An approximately $0.7 million gain recorded due to increase in the fair value of the investment in
Notal Vision during the second quarter of 2020.
• An approximately $0.2 million gain recorded due the sale of part of the shares of Coramaze during
the third quarter of 2020 (for further details see section 1.2.1 above).
Gain and loss from disposal and revaluation of group companies, and changes in holdings in the third
quarter and first nine months of 2019 resulted mainly from:
• An approximately $2.6 million gain recorded in the first quarter due to the initial fair value
measurement of the investment in AudioBurst in lieu of the equity method of accounting as a result
of the decrease in Elron’s holding in AudioBurst's share capital and the loss of significant influence
over AudioBurst.
• An approximately $2.2 million loss recorded in the first half of 2019 due to a decrease in the fair
value of the investment in Notal Vision.
• An approximately $0.5 million gain recorded in the third quarter as a result of increase in the fair
value of the investment in KZen.

III) Corporate operating expenses
Corporate operating expenses mainly include general and administrative expenses. The decrease in
corporate expenses in the first nine months of 2020 compared with the third quarter and first nine months
of 2019 resulted mainly from a series of cost saving and efficiency measures that the Company has
taken since July 2019.
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IV) Taxes on Income
Taxes on income in the first nine months of 2020 resulted mainly from Elron's share in the tax expenses
recorded by RDC due to the gain recorded from the sale of a portion of the shares of IronScales.
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1.3.2. Analysis of the consolidated statements of profit and loss
For the nine months
ended September 30,
2020
2019

For the three months
ended September 30,
2020
2019

Unaudited
$ thousands
Gain (loss) from
disposal and
revaluation of
group companies,
and changes in
holdings, net

7,077

854

7,606

Explanation
436

In the first nine months of 2020, this item mainly included an approximately $4,600 thousand
gain recorded in the third quarter due to the sale of part of the shares of IronScales (see section
1.2.1 above). In addition, a gain of approximately $2,700 thousand was recorded in the third
quarter as a result of loss of control over Pocared (see section 1.2.3 above); a $700 gain was
recorded in the second quarter due to an increase in the fair value of Notal Vision and an
approximately $200 thousand gain was recorded in the third quarter due to the sale of part of
the shares of Coramaze (see section 1.2.1 above). The gain was partially offset mainly by a
$1,400 thousand loss recorded in the first half of 2020 due to a decrease in the fair value of the
investment in Aqwise.
In the first nine months of 2019, this item mainly included: a $2,600 thousand gain recorded in
the first quarter as a result of the decrease in Elron’s holding in AudioBurst's share capital and
the loss of significant influence over AudioBurst, and therefore, the initial fair value
measurement of the investment in AudioBurst in lieu of the equity method of accounting; an
approximately $500 thousand gain recorded in the third quarter as a result of an increase in
the fair value of the investment in KZen; a $2,200 thousand loss recorded in the first half of
2019 due to a decrease in the fair value of the investment in Notal Vision.

Financial income

861

1,308

222

428

Financial income in the first nine months of 2020 mainly resulted from income on deposits and
debentures and from USD-NIS exchange rate fluctuations. Financial income in the third quarter
of 2020 resulted mainly from an increase in the value of debentures measured at fair value and
the revaluation of financial liabilities measured at fair value to non-controlling interests in
respect of warrants to invest in Pocared prior to its deconsolidation.
Financial income in the third quarter and first nine months of 2019 resulted mainly from income
on deposits and debentures and an increase in the value of debentures measured at fair value.

Total

7,938

2,162

7,828

864
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For the nine months
ended September 30,
2020
2019

For the three months
ended September 30,
2020
2019

Unaudited
$ thousands

Research and
development
expenses
Marketing
expenses
General and
administrative
expenses
Equity in losses of
associates, net

Explanation

2,124

5,900

542

1,477

12

55

1

19
See analysis of Elron's and consolidated companies' operating expenses below.

5,416

6,626

1,597

2,102

11,766

10,797

2,784

3,680

Elron's share in the net losses of its associates results from its holdings in certain investments
that are accounted for under the equity method.
As most of the Group Companies are companies whose operations have not yet generated
significant revenues, if at all, and invest considerable resources in research and development
and in marketing activities, Elron expects to continue to record losses in respect of these
companies' ongoing operations in accordance with the accounting method applied to them in
Elron's financial statements. In addition, see the analysis of the results of operations of main
associates below.
The increase in the first nine months of 2020 compared with the first nine months of of 2019
was mainly due to the recording of BrainsGate’s past losses which were not recorded during
2019, as the investment in BrainsGate was fully deducted. These losses were recorded as a
result of the $2,000 thousand investment in BrainsGate during the first quarter of 2020. The
increase in loss was offset in part by a decrease in the loss attributed to CartiHeal following the
completion of patient enrollment for its clinical trial during November 2019.
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For the nine months
ended September 30,
2020
2019

For the three months
ended September 30,
2020
2019

Unaudited
$ thousands
Financial expenses

1,043

722

Explanation

136

197

Financial expenses in the first nine months of 2020 resulted mainly from a decrease in the fair
value of debentures measured at fair value.
Financial expenses in the first nine months of 2019 resulted mainly from USD-NIS exchange
rate fluctuations and revaluation of financial liabilities measured at fair value to non- controlling
interests due to warrants to invest in Pocared.

Other expenses

-

371

-

-

Total expenses

20,361

24,471

5,060

7,475

)12,423(

)22,309(

2,768

)6,611(

)913(

)13(

)851(

)2(

Net gain (loss)

)13,336(

)22,322(

Gain (loss)
attributable to the
Company's
shareholders

)11,422(

)15,759(

Gain (loss) before
taxes on income
Taxes on income

1,917
255

Taxes on income in the first nine months and third quarter of 2020 resulted mainly from tax
expenses recorded by RDC due to the sale of a portion of the shares of IronScales.

)6,613(
)4,630(
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For the nine months
ended September 30,
2020
2019

For the three months
ended September 30,
2020
2019

Unaudited
$ thousands
Gain (loss)
attributable to
non-controlling
interests

)1,914(

)6,563(

1,662

Explanation
)1,983(

The gain or loss attributable to non-controlling interests results mainly from the share of the
non-controlling interests in the gain or loss recorded by RDC.
In the first nine months of 2020, the loss attributable to non-controlling interests resulted mainly
from the share of non-controlling interests in the loss recorded by RDC in respect of its group
companies, which was partially offset by the share of non-controlling interests in the gain
recorded by RDC in respect of the sale of part of the shares of IronScales and the gain as a
result from the loss of control over Pocared.
The gain attributed to the non-controlling interests in the third quarter of 2020 resulted mainly
from the gain recorded by RDC in respect of the sale of a portion of the shares of IronScales
and from the gain recorded as a result of the loss of control over Pocared. The gain was partially
offset by the loss attributable to non-controlling interests recorded by RDC in respect of its
group companies.
In the first nine months and third quarter of 2019, the loss attributable to non-controlling
interests resulted mainly from the share of non-controlling interests in the gain or loss recorded
by RDC in respect of its group companies.

Basic and diluted
gain (loss) per
share attributable
to the Company's
shareholders (in
$)

)0.27(

)0.46(

0.01

)0.11(
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Operating Expenses
Operating expenses in the first nine months and third quarter of 2020 amounted to $7,552 and $2,140 thousand, respectively, compared with $12,581 and $3,598
thousand, respectively, in the first nine months and third quarter of 2019, and comprised mainly of Elron's and its consolidated companies' research and
development and general and administrative expenses, as detailed below:
For the nine months
ended September 30,
2020
2019

For the three months
ended September 30,
2020
2019

$ thousands

Explanation

Corporate

2,917

3,708

1,051

1,183

The decrease in the corporate expenses in the first nine months of 2020 compared with the
first nine months of 2019 resulted primarily from a series of cost saving and efficiency measures
the Company has taken since July 2019.

RDC

1,854

1,476

696

459

The increase in the third quarter and first nine months of 2020 compared with the third quarter
and first nine months of 2019 mainly resulted from the increase in expenses due to examination
of investments and projects and from increase in the directors' fees which RDC is paying its
shareholders (including Elron) for the service of their representatives on RDC's board of
directors.
Pocared's operating expenses shown in the table constitute Pocared's expenses up to the
date of loss of control on August 6, 2020.
Pocared's operating expenses for the first nine months and the third quarter of 2020 in full are
$3,491 thousand and $1,104 thousand, respectively.

Pocared
2,781
Total

7,552

7,397

393

1,956

12,581

2,140

3,598

The decrease in the third quarter and first nine months of 2020 compared with the third
quarter and first nine months of 2019 was mainly due to Pocared’s implementation of cost
reduction measures subsequent to the decision from April 2019, not to conduct the clinical
trial at that stage.
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1.3.3. Analysis of the results of operations of main associates
Loss for the nine
months ended
September 30,
2020

2019

Loss for the three
months ended
September 30,
2020

2019

Unaudited
$ thousands

Explanation

BrainsGate

3,468

2,258

1,072

827

BrainsGate is in the development stage and has not yet commenced sales. BrainsGate's losses
mainly results from research and development expenses. The increase in loss in the first nine
months and third quarter of 2020 compared with the first nine and third quarter of 2019 resulted
mainly from an increase in financing expenses related to an increase in the value of the
warrants liability to BrainsGate’s shareholders.

CartiHeal

5,969

7,134

2,707

2,278

CartiHeal is in the development stage and has not yet commenced sales. CartiHeal's losses
mainly result from research and development expenses. The decrease in loss in the first nine
months of 2020 compared with the first nine months of 2019 resulted mainly from the
completion of patient enrollment during November 2019 for the FDA trial being conducted by
CartiHeal and from cost reduction measures.
The increase in loss in the third quarter of 2020 compared with the third quarter of 2019 resulted
mainly from expenses resulting from the transaction with Bioventus for an investment and
option to sell CartiHeal (see section 1.2.3 above).
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1.4. Financial Position, Liquidity and Capital Resources
Financial position
September 30, 2020
December 31, 2019
Unaudited
Audited
$ thousands
93,741
113,710

Total assets in the consolidated statement of
financial position
Current assets
Investments in associates and other companies
Other long-term assets
Intangible assets
Current liabilities
Long-term liabilities
Total liabilities
Equity (including non-controlling interests)

47,350
40,094
2,959
3,051
6,718
1,345
8,063
85,678

57,733
33,743
4,074
17,438
9,114
2,089
11,203
102,507

Total equity (including non-controlling interests) at September 30, 2020 was $85,678 thousand,
representing approximately 91% of the total assets in the statement of financial position, compared with
$102,507 thousand at December 31, 2019, representing approximately 90% of the total assets in the
statement of financial position. The decrease in equity resulted mainly from the loss recorded in the first
nine months of 2020.
Consolidated working capital at September 30, 2020 amounted to $40,632 thousand, compared with
$48,619 thousand at December 31, 2019. The decrease in working capital resulted mainly from
investments in Group Companies in the first nine months of 2020 (as detailed below) and due to Elron's
and its subsidiaries' operating expenses during the first nine months of 2020. The decrease was partially
offset by an increase in the cash balance due to the sale of a portion of the shares of IronScales (see
section 1.2.1 above).
The decrease in the balance of intangible assets and the increase in the balance of investments in
associates and other companies was mainly due to the loss of control over Pocared in August 2020 and
its classification under the line item of investment in associates treated in accordance with the equity
method of accounting (see section 1.2.3 above).
The Company did not include a section on exposure to market risks and their management in the Board
of Directors report for this quarter, as the Company is no longer required to do so according to the
conditions set forth in sections 10 (b) (7) to the Israel Securities Regulations (Periodic and Immediate
Reports).
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Elron's and RDC's primary cash flows (1)
For the nine months
For the three months
ended September 30,
ended September 30,
2020
2019
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands
Investments in Elron's and RDC's group
companies
Taxes paid
Proceeds from disposal of Elron's and RDC's
non-current investments, net of tax
Proceeds from issuance of shares net of
issuance expenses

)8,236(
)706(

(12,725)
(23)

)1,053(
-

(2,650)
(22)

6,063

1,869

5,823

32

-

20,876

-

-

(1) The amounts presented include RDC's cash flows in full (100%) in addition to Elron's cash flows, but exclude
the cash flows of their subsidiaries which are not fully owned.
(2) In January 2020, the Company paid an amount of approximately $850 thousand, representing the remainder of
the liability in respect of legal proceedings as detailed in note 14.A) to the Annual Financial Statements of the
Company for 2019.

Liquid resources balance
Consolidated liquid resources at September 30, 2020 amounted to $46,873 thousand (including bank
deposits and other short term investments in securities in the total amount of approximately $15,457
thousand), compared with $56,960 thousand at December 31, 2019 (including bank deposits and other
short term investments in securities in the total amount of $39,821 thousand).
Elron's and RDC's non-consolidated liquid resources at September 30, 2020 amounted to $20,756 and
$26,117 thousand, respectively (Elron's and RDC's liquid resources as of September 30, 2020 included
other short term investments in securities of Elron and RDC in the amounts of $4,739 and $667
thousand, respectively and bank deposits of Elron and RDC in the amounts of $6,037 thousand and
$4,014 thousand, respectively). Elron's and RDC's non-consolidated liquid resources at December 31,
2019 amounted to $30,298 and $25,578 thousand, respectively (Elron's and RDC's liquid resources as
of December 31, 2019 included other short term investments in securities in the total amounts of $21,814
and $11,883 thousand, in Elron and RDC, respectively and bank deposits of RDC in the total amount of
$6,124 thousand).
Uses of cash
The main uses of cash in the third quarter and first nine months of 2020 were: investments in Group
Companies in the amount of $140 and $4,926 thousand, respectively, by Elron, and $913 and $3,310
thousand, invested by RDC in the third quarter and first nine months, respectively. Also, cash was used
to pay corporate and RDC's operating expenses, as detailed above in section 1.3.2.
The main uses of cash in the third quarter and first nine months of 2019 were investments in Group
Companies in the amount of $850 and $1,657 thousand, respectively, by Elron, and in the amount of
$1,800 and $11,068 thousand, respectively, by RDC. Furthermore, cash was used to pay corporate and
RDC's operating expenses.
Investments in Group Companies during the third quarter and first nine months of 2020 and 2019, and
for the year ended December 31 2019, are summarized in the following table (see also Note 3 to the
Financial Statements for additional details regarding investments in Group Companies):
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Elron
For the nine months
ended September 30,
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands
Associates and Other
Investments:
Pocared
BrainsGate
CartiHeal
Coramaze
SecuredTouch
SixGill
Alcide
Cynerio
OzCode (1)
One-View
Sayata (2)
IronScales
Other
Total investments

540
2,000
1,500
286
500
100
4,926

1,160
147
350
1,657

RDC
For the nine months
ended September 30,
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands

Year
2019
Audited
$ thousands

1,493
576
2,500
2,000
350
6,919

1,060
1,000
750
500
3,310

7,340
500
2,800
428
11,068

Year
2019
Audited
$ thousands

8,007
500
750
2,800
428
12,485

(1)Subsequent to the reporting date, RDC invested $500 thousand in OzCode.
(2)Subsequent to the reporting date, RDC invested $500 thousand in Sayata
(3)Subsequent to the reporting date, RDC invested $250 thousand in Kindite.
(4)Subsequent to the reporting date, RDC invested approximately $2,000 thousand in ImVision.

Proceeds from the disposal of Elron's and RDC's non-current investments
Proceeds received from the disposal of non-current investments in the first nine months of 2020 mainly
included proceeds from partial sale of IronScales and Coramaze in consideration for $5.0 million and
approximately $0.7 million, respectively (for further details see Notes 3.C) and 3.E) to the Financial
Statements) and also proceeds RDC received in the amount of approximately $200 thousand from the
release of the deposit that was held in escrow in connection with the sale of Cyber Secdo Ltd. completed
in 2018.
Proceeds received from the disposal of non-current investments in the first nine months of 2019 included
proceeds RDC received in the amount of approximately $1,837 thousand from the release of the deposit
that was held in escrow in connection with the sale of Cloudyn Software Ltd. completed in 2017.
Main Group Companies' cash flows during the reporting period

Cash flows used in operating activities
For the nine months
ended September
30,

BrainsGate
CartiHeal

2020

2019

)2,394(
)6,164(

)2,450(
(6,931)

For the three
months ended
September 30,
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands
)804(
)951(
)1,607(
(2,308)
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2. Corporate Governance
2.1 The Company’s Board of Directors and it’s Committees
In September 2020, the General Meeting of the Shareholders of the Company decided to reappoint Mrs.
Lee-Bath Nelson as an external director of the Company for an additional (third) term of three (3) years,
which commenced on October 29, 2020. Mrs. Lee-Bath Nelson has financial and accounting expertise,
within the meaning of these terms in the Israel Companies Regulations (Conditions and Tests for a
Director with Accounting and Financial Expertise and for a Director with Professional Competence),
5766-2005 (hereinafter: "Accounting Expertise Regulations").
In October 2020, subsequent to the reporting date, Mr. Yehuda Freidenberg ended his term as a director
of the Company.
In November 2020, subsequent to the reporting date, Mr. Itzik (Isaac) Idan was appointed as a director
of the Company. After evaluating his education, experience, skills and knowledge in businessaccounting matters and financial statements, the Company's Board of Directors considers Mr. Idan to
have financial and accounting expertise within the meaning of the term in the Accounting Expertise
Regulations.
On November 11, 2020, subsequent to the reporting date, the Company’s Board of Directors resolved
to establish a Committee for the Review of the Financial Statements consisting of three members as
follows: Mr. Ehud Rassabi )Chairman of the committee, external director), Mrs. Lee-Bath Nelson
(external director) and Mr. Amiram Erel. Until that date, the Company’s Audit Committee also served as
the Committee for the Review of the Financial Statements.
Following the Court's Decision as detailed in section 1.1 above, on November 23, 2020, subsequent to
the reporting date, Mr. Eduardo Elsztain and Mr. Saul Zang resigned from their positions on the
Company's Board of Directors. For further details, see immediate reports filed by the Company on
November 24, 2020 (reference numbers: 2020-01-126204 ,2020-01-126189).

2.2 Details of internal auditor
Nomination of internal auditor: On August 17, 2020, the Board of Directors of the Company approved,
following the recommendation of the audit committee on August 13, 2020, the appointment of Mr. Itzik
Ravid, CPA, as internal auditor of the Company. The appointment came into effect on October 1, 2020,
once Mr. Doron Cohen ceased serving as the Company’s internal auditor. Among the reasons for the
approval of Mr. Ravid’s appointment: Mr. Ravid was found suitable for the internal auditor’s position in
the Company, among other things, due to his vast experience accumulated over the years in similar
positions, and following examination of his education, qualifications and experience in internal audits,
and the type, scope and complexity of the Company’s activity.
Role qualifications: Graduate of Accounting and Economics at Tel Aviv University. Around 30 years of
experience. Managing partner in the accounting firm Raveh Ravid & Co. and extensive experience in
the field of internal auditing. The internal auditor is not an interested party in the Company, does not
hold office at the Company (except as the internal auditor), and is not a relative or auditor of any of the
above. The internal auditor does not hold any position at the Company besides that of internal auditor,
other than handling the complaints of the Company's employees regarding the management of its
business, in accordance with the decision of the Company's audit committee. To the best of the
Company's knowledge, the internal auditor does not perform any role outside the Company that creates
or may create a conflict of interest with his role as an internal auditor. The internal auditor meets the
conditions set forth in section 3 (a) and section 8 of the Israel Internal Audit Law, 5752-1992 and the
requirements of section 146 (b) of the Israel Companies Law, 5759-1999.
Holding of shares; Material ties: To the best of the Company’s knowledge, the internal auditor does
not hold any of the Company's shares or shares of the Company's affiliates, nor does he have material
business relations or other material ties with the Company or any of its affiliates.
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Status of employment: The internal auditor is a service provider through his office.
Other positions: To the best of the Company’s knowledge, the internal auditor is a partner at Raveh
Ravid & Co. He also serves as the internal auditor of DIC, IDB Holding Corporation Ltd. and Cellcom
Israel Ltd.
Supervising Organ of the Internal Auditor: The Chairman of the Board of Directors is the supervisor
of the internal auditor in the organization and the internal auditor reports to the Audit Committee.

3. Disclosure requirements in regards to the Company’s financial
reporting
3.1 Main data detailed in a material valuation
The following are highlights from the material or very material valuations that were conducted, pursuant
to the requirements of the Israel Securities Regulations (Periodic and Immediate Reports), 1970 (the
"Regulations"):
Valuation of the investment in Pocared
As stated in section 1.2.3 above, as of August 2020, Pocared ceased to be a subsidiary of Elron and as
of the third quarter of 2020, the investment in Pocared is treated in accordance with the equity method
of accounting. The valuation of Elron and RDC's holdings in Pocared at the time of the deconsolidation
was performed with the assistance of an external appraiser. In accordance with the Regulations, the
valuation is attached to these reports.
The significant details included in the valuation in accordance with the Regulations' requirements are as
follows:
1. Identity of the asset evaluated: Elron and RDC’s remaining investment in Pocared following the
loss of control.
2. Timing of work: As of August 6, 2020. Engagement date: August 2020.
3. The value of Pocared as estimated in the evaluation - approximately $20,000 thousand;
accordingly the value of Elron and RDC’s rights in Pocared was determined to be approximately
$12,800 thousand (compared to the value of Pocared in the amount of $17,600 thousand as of
December 31, 2019).
4. Identity of appraiser: The valuation was performed with the assistance of Fair Value Ltd., by a
team lead by Eli Elal and Ori Snopkowski. Eli Elal is the founder of the Fair Value Group and
has experience of over 15 years in the capital market in the fields of economic and business
consulting. Among his clients are banks, insurance, holding, communications, energy,
infrastructure, real estate and commercial companies and hundreds of public and private
companies and bodies among the largest in the Israeli market. Eli Elal is a certified public
accountant with a masters' degree in economics and a doctoral candidate in finance, and an
Accredited Senior Appraiser (ASA) on behalf of the American Society of Appraisers and its
representative in Israel. Ori Snopkowski (MBA) is the head of the Evaluation Department, which
is engaged in providing economic consulting and evaluations of fair value of corporations, and
intangible assets for the purpose of mergers and acquisitions, for accounting requirements, tax
assessments and regulatory requirements. The Department's team has experience of
thousands of evaluations of corporations, intangible assets, Price Purchase Allocation,
impairments in value of goodwill and other intangible assets, expert opinions for litigation
purposes, financial analysis and investment projects feasibility. The appraiser has received an
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indemnification commitment from the Company in respect of claims and expenses that he might
incur as a result of this valuation only for such expenses that are greater than three times the
fees paid to the appraiser.
5. The valuation was conducted using the Option Pricing Model (OPM), using the value derived
from the investment due to the loan agreement that was extended on March 2020. The
evaluation used the following significant assumptions: B1 share price stipulated in the financing
round of $0.3977, standard deviation of 67%, risk-free interest of 0.12% and a 0 dividend yield.

Doron Cohen*
Director

Yaron Elad
CEO

November 25, 2020, Tel Aviv

*Authorized by the Company's Board of Directors to sign this report in lieu of the Chairman of the Board
of Directors, see section 1.1.1 above.
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Summary
Based on our assessments and calculations, subject to the

Dear Mr. Niv Levy, CFO

reservations stated above and below, the fair value of Elron’s
Elron Electronic Industries Ltd.

consolidated Rights in Pocared is estimated to be approx. 12.8

Elron Electronic Industries Ltd. (hereinafter: “Elron”) has
requested that we conduct Valuation of Elron’s Rights in Pocared
Diagnostics Ltd. (hereinafter: “the Company" and/or “Pocared“),
as of August 6, 2020 (“Valuation Date”), under the requirements
of the International Financial Reporting Standard 13 (hereinafter
“IFRS 13") and based on the assumptions set forth in this report

million United State dollars (rounded) as of August 6, 2020.
Our Report, attached, includes a description of the methodology
used in our work. The description included in Our Report is not
meant to be a full and detailed description of all the procedures we
adopted, rather it summarizes the main ones.

(“Our Work" and/or “Our Report“).
It is agreed that Elron may attach our report to reports published in
Our Report has been prepared solely for Elron’s accounting

accordance with the Israel Securities Law, 1968, or regulations

purposes, its independent auditors and for regulatory filings. Third

under it, and to any other report submitted under the Israeli

parties should not make any use of or rely upon it for any purpose

Securities Authority’s regulations, and to include the content of

whatsoever without our explicit prior written approval.

our report in such reports.

November 25, 2020
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Overview
Product Status

General Description of the Company
The Company develops real time laboratory systems for

As of the date of Our Report, the Company is at product

infectious disease diagnosis based on optical technology and

development stages and has not commenced sales. As a result,

data processing algorithm.

Pocared will require additional funding to finance its

operations.
The

Company's

products

are

intended

mainly

for

microbiological laboratories and hospitals and are expected to

Holding Chart of the Company

reduce both the duration and cost of diagnosis, as well as the
NAFTALI

skilled manpower required for interpreting the diagnostic
findings, without decreasing tests’ accuracy, thus, enabling to

INVESTMENTS

51%

SCP Vitalife

ELRO N
(consolidated)

14%

10%*

Others
25%

perform a large number of tests simultaneously.
POCARED Diagnostics Ltd.
*In addition to the direct holding, Elron holds (on a consolidated basis) approximately 39%
additional economic rigths of Pocared.
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Brief Convertible Loan and Capital Structure Overview
The Convertible Loan

The Convertible Loan

On June 18, 2019, the Company has entered into a Convertible

Subject to the terms and conditions of the Loan Agreement if

Loan Agreement (hereinafter: “Loan Agreement”) between

the Aggregate Loan (or any portion thereof, as shall be

Elron and RDC Rafael Development Corporation Ltd (Elron’s

provided in the foregoing notice) has not been repaid or

50.1% held subsidiary, hereinafter: “RDC” and together with

converted in full, it will be converted into the Company’s

Elron the “Lead Lenders”), and with additional lenders

Preferred B1 Shares, nominal value NIS 0.01 each, together

(hereinafter: “Additional Lenders” and together with the

with any equity or similar incentives and privileges granted by

Lead Lenders the “Lenders”)

the Company to investors who subscribed for such class shares

The Lenders, who are existing shareholders of the Company,

(hereinafter: “Preferred B1 Shares”) at a price per share

have agreed to provide the Company with a bridge financing

equal to USD 0.39777 (hereinafter: “Preferred B1 Share

in the aggregate amount of up to USD 2,098,918. (hereinafter:

Price”). In case of conversion each B1 shareholder get 1.5

“Principal Amount”)

warrant on preferred B1 share.

The Principal Amount will bear interest on the outstanding

During 24 months after the date of the Closing, the Lenders

balance at a rate of 5% per annum, compounded annually (the

have the right either to claim full repayment or to convert the

principal including the interest accrued there on are referred to

Aggregate Loan into the Company’s Preferred B1 Shares.

as the “Aggregate Loan”)

POCARED Diagnostics Ltd. Valuation as of August 6, 2020
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Brief Convertible Loan and Capital Structure Overview
The Convertible Loan

Last Convertible Loan Round

Pursuant to the Loan Agreement, on September 1, 2019 the

During the period between February 12, 2020 and March 25,

Company borrowed from the Lenders an additional amount of

2020, the Company has extended the Convertible Loan

USD 1,579,801. That amount has been added to the Principal

Agreement in the amount of USD 1,574,000. Upon liquidation

amount.

event, the Lenders have the right either to claim full
repayment of the Loan or to convert the outstanding Loan

On December 26, 2019, the Company borrowed from the

amount (including interest) into the Company’s Preferred B1

Lenders an additional amount of USD 1,049,406. That amount

Shares, at a price of USD 0.39777 per share. In case of

has been added to the Principal amount.

conversion each B1 shareholder get 1.5 warrant on preferred
B1 share. This loan is the last loan agreement of the company
prior to the valuation date.

POCARED Diagnostics Ltd. Valuation as of August 6, 2020
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Brief Convertible Loan and Capital Structure Overview
The Convertible Loan

Convertible Loan - Summary

Although the terms of the loans have been determined in June

The following table Summarizes the Company’s Convertible

2019 Loan Agreement, and based on discussion with Elron's

Loans, as of the valuation date:

management, in our opinion, the granted loans during

Principal
Amount (USD) Interest Rate
Date
18/06/2019
2,098,918
5%
01/09/2019
1,579,801
5%
26/12/2019
1,049,406
5%
2-3/2020
1,574,000
5%
Total
6,302,125

February-March 2020 represent new equity indication, since,
inter alia the Lenders were not obliged to grant the Company

with additional loans and Since other investors were able to
participate in the loan round as well.
Based on discussions with Elron’s management, 25 March
2020, was used as the effective date for company’s implied
value calculation, as this is the date the last convertible loan
round was completed.

POCARED Diagnostics Ltd. Valuation as of August 6, 2020
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Brief Transaction and Capital Structure Overview
Company’s Capital Structure
The following table Summarizes the Company’s equity capital
structure, as of the valuation date on a fully diluted basis:

Investment
Class of Share Investing Date
($M)*
CLA 1
18/06/2019
2.1
CLA 2
01/09/2019
1.6
CLA 3
26/12/2019
1.0
CLA 4
2-3/2020
1.6
B1
01/01/2019
5.2
B1
20/12/2018
0.1
B1
10/08/2018
3.7
B1
10/06/2018
1.5
B1
08/06/2017
10.0
B1
20/12/2017
0.1
B1
31/03/2017
0.1
B1
13/07/2016
20.4
B1
22/01/2016
5.0
B1
29/09/2015
5.0
A1
11/02/2015
5.0
A1
19/09/2014
3.5
A1
25/03/2014
6.0
Ordinary Shares
Warrants B-1 Shares
Warrants A-1 Shares
AA-1**
AA-2**
Total
*Number of shares multiplied by the PPS
** PPS= 1 USD

POCARED Diagnostics Ltd. Valuation as of August 6, 2020

Interest
Rate
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
8%
8%
8%

Number of
Shares
5,817,517
4,378,694
2,908,612
4,362,615
13,153,929
213,689
9,273,702
3,770,986
25,139,904
213,689
213,689
51,398,278
12,569,952
12,569,952
8,798,958
6,159,273
10,558,753
92,606,726
218,016,226
8,798,959
94,887,335
34,069,697
619,881,135
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Economic Rights of Shareholders
ESOP

"Carve-Out" provisions as stated in the AOA and listed as

The following table contains the basic components of the
Company’s ESOP outstanding as of valuation date:
ESOP Number of Shares Exercise Price ($) Expiration Period
ESOP 1
32,416,731
0.0001
ESOP 2
1,883,058
0.0008
ESOP 3
1,881,593
0.0041
7-10 Years after
ESOP 4
4,801,008
0.0200
grant date
ESOP 5
632,973
0.0400
ESOP 6
1,900,188
0.0900
ESOP 7
1,804,450
0.6000
Total
45,320,000

Shareholders Economic Rights

following:
Firstly, the Lenders have the right either to claim full
repayment of the Loan or to convert the Aggregate Loan into
the Company’s Preferred B1 Shares, if not converted or repaid
in full earlier.

Secondly, holders of series B1 preferred shares are entitled to
receive an amount per share equal to 300% of the original
issue price per preferred B1 share, plus 5% interest on the

Up until the completion of an IPO, in the event of liquidation

issue price compounded annually, including declared but

or a deemed liquidation event, the assets or proceeds available

unpaid dividends in preference to all other shareholders.

for distribution to the Shareholders or otherwise payable to
them in their capacity as such, shall be distributed or allocated
among the Shareholders according to the following order of
preference, all subject to the "Automatic Conversion“ and

POCARED Diagnostics Ltd. Valuation as of August 6, 2020
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Economic Rights of Shareholders
Shareholders Economic Rights
Thirdly, after the payment described above, the holders of
series A1 preferred shares are entitled to receive an amount
per share equal to 150% of original issue price per preferred
A1 share, plus 8% interest on the issue price compounded

Shareholders Economic Rights
After payment of all amounts described above, any remaining
distributable proceeds are to be distributed among the holders
of preferred shares, and the holders of ordinary shares, based
on an as-converted basis, excluding AA shares.

annually, including declared dividends but unpaid in

preference to all other shareholders.
Carve out amount is the accumulated amount for distribution
proceeds from USD 136,723,440, multiplied by a percentage
Fourthly, after the payments of the preferential amounts

ranging between 6.25% - 25%. (mostly 12.5%)

described above, holders of AA1 shares, and only in the event
in which the amount of distributable proceeds from liquidation
is equal to or lower than USD 450 million, holders of AA2

shares are to receive the original issue price per each AA share
plus and amount equal to all declared dividends but unpaid to
each AA share.

POCARED Diagnostics Ltd. Valuation as of August 6, 2020
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Methodology
Value Method

Value Method (cont’d)

The option pricing model (hereinafter “OPM”), takes into

The value of the underlying asset of the call options, implied

account the various terms of the stockholders’ agreements that

by the residual capital rights inherent in the Company's capital,

impact the distributions to each class of equity during a

is the total value of the shareholders' equity of the Company

liquidity event.

prior to its relative distribution among the classes of holders
obtaining differing capital rights.

The OPM is often preferred in situations involving complex
capital structure, such as multiple layers of Preferred Stocks,
preferred shares, complicated transactions and business
forecasts of high variability.

The OPM considers the affect of liquidation preferences over
a range of future liquidation values and dates, so that the
future liquidation date is taken into account and not the
valuation date.

The main priority of this method is the calculation of the
various capital instruments’ implied value, reflecting the
assumption of At arm's length, as derived from the preferred
share price as was actually raised, while maintaining the use of
future assumptions to minimum.

The strike price is based on the relative liquidity precedence
order (LP), according to the various predicted liquidation dates
of the preferred share classes.
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Methodology (cont’d)
Reallocation of future values among different classes of

Calculation Process
Loan Agreement Fair Value was used as a benchmark of the
valuation process. In order to estimate the fair value of Loan

shares,

accordance

to

shareholder’s

liquidation

preferences.

Monte Carlo

Agreement and each share class, we used a Monte Carlo
Simulation model (hereinafter “Monte Carlo”).

with

Monte Carlo is an algorithmic method used for solving
computational problems by running stochastic parameters in a

The simulation included the following measures:

large number of conditions and calculating the various

Setting an initial equity value as of the valuation date.

scenarios that are received. This method is used in cases where

Creating thousands of equity projected values for the

there is no deterministic possibility to model the subject at

expected liquidation date.

hand.

Allocation

The equation used for the stochastic process:

of the future equity value for each

simulation, considering the different classes of shares
and liquidation rights of the shareholders.

St-1 – Value of the underlying asset during t

Examination of the profitability of exercising the

μ – Risk free interest

employee’s options for each simulation.

σ – Volatility of the underlying asset
Ɛ - A normal random distribution variable with a mean of 0
and a standard deviation 1
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Analysis of some main risk factors and uncertainty
Main risk factors

Main risk factors - (cont’d)

Recruiting and retaining key personnel – To a large extent,

Elements of risk and uncertainty in the technology industry

the Company's success depends on a small number of key

The Company’s field is characterized by high uncertainty that

personnel in various fields. In addition, recruitment and

depends on the success of the Company's product development.

retention of skilled personnel is expected to have a direct

Failure in developing its products and /or the development of

impact on the Company's future success. The resignation of

the products after the entry of a competitor into the market is

key employees and/or recruiting incompetent or less suitable

liable to have materially negative impact on the Company's

employees may adversely affect the results of the Company's

business results.

operations.
Technology Failure – There is uncertainty as to the Company's
Establishment and operation of a mass production line –

ability to complete the technological development of its system.

The establishment and operation of a mass production line

Failures, delays or malfunctions in development or manufacture,

requires knowledge and regulatory approval that constitutes a

may have a material negative impact on the Company.

significant risk factor for the Company.
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Analysis of main risk factors and uncertainty (cont’d)
Main risk factors - (cont’d)

Main risk factors - (cont’d)

Possible difficulties in obtaining future financing – As of

Uncertainty about success in clinical trials - Continued

the date of Our Work, the Company is in the product

development of the Company's products depends on clinical

development stage and bears costs of research, development

trials and their success, in accordance to the regulations

and marketing activities without income sources. The

imposed on the Company. These clinical trials require

Company's success depends on raising additional capital to

obtaining the appropriate approvals needed. A scenario in

support such costs. A lack of access to capital sources in the

which the Company will fail at anyone of these stages may

future is liable to materially endanger the continuation of its

have a direct impact on the Company's continued operations

current operations and adversely affect the Company's

and results.

operations and business results.
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Main Assumptions as of 25 March 2020*
Assumptions

Assumptions

Appointed time to liquidation – Set as of 31 December 2022,

Expected Dividend – According to the Company’s

based on management's representations. Management clarified

management, the Company has not paid any cash dividends

this assumption was made for the purpose of this valuation, and

and does not intend to do so in the foreseeable future.

there is no certainty of its realization.

Therefore, we assumed no dividends payments over the
valuation period in our valuation.

Risk Free Interest – In our calculations, we estimated the riskfree interest rate at 0.39%, based on yields to maturity of US
government

treasury

bonds,

With

a

maturity

period

corresponding to the period up to the liquidity date.

Expected Volatility – Given that the Company’s shares are not
publicly traded, we estimated the volatility at 67%, based on
Damodaran's data regarding the Bio industry.
* The date of last convertible loan round
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Main Assumptions as of 6 August 2020
Assumptions

Assumptions

Appointed time to liquidation – Set as of 31 December 2022,

Expected Dividend – According to the Company’s

based on management's representations. Management clarified

management, the Company has not paid any cash dividends

this assumption was made for the purpose of this valuation, and

and does not intend to do so in the foreseeable future.

there is no certainty of its realization.

Therefore, we assumed no dividends payments over the
valuation period in our valuation.

Risk Free Interest – In our calculations, we estimated the riskfree interest rate at 0.12%, based on yields to maturity of US

Based on discussion with Company’s management, and due to

government

the short period between the last convertible loan round and

treasury

bonds,

With

a

maturity

period

corresponding to the period up to the liquidity date.

the valuation date, there were no significant changes in
Company’s value.

Expected Volatility – Given that the Company’s shares are not
publicly traded, we estimated the volatility at 67%, based on
Damodaran's data regarding the Bio industry.

POCARED Diagnostics Ltd. Valuation as of August 6, 2020
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Results of our Work
Sensitivity Tests

Valuation Summary
Based on our calculations and subject to the above

The following is a sensitivity analysis of the fair value of

qualifications, the implied equity value of the Company as

Elron’s Rights in the Company in relation to the change in the

of Valuation Date, is estimated at approx. USD 20 million

rate of Expected Volatility (in USD millions):

(rounded).

Respectively

the

fair

value

of

Elron’s

consolidated Rights in the Company is estimated at approx.

USD 12.8 million (rounded).

57%
10.8

62%
11.9
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67%
12.8

72%
14.0

77%
15.2
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Comparison to previous works
Comparison to previous works
Following are additional disclosure requirements in accordance with the Third Schedule to the Securities Regulations - Immediate
Reports And periodic: valuations of the appraiser. During the three years prior to the date of our work, we estimated the fair value of
Pocared in accordance with the requirements of ISA as follows:

Client Name
Elron Electronic
Industries Ltd.
Elron Electronic
Industries Ltd.
Elron Electronic
Industries Ltd.
Elron Electronic
Industries Ltd.

Valuation
Carrying
Value
Date
amount
(M$)
(M$) Metodology
Purpose of work
Impairment Test
of Intangible
31/12/2019
14
18 OPM
Asset of IPR&D
Impairment Test
of Intangible
31/12/2018
14
48 OPM
Asset of IPR&D
Impairment Test
Relief from
of Intangible
30/09/2018
14
20-27 Royalty
Asset of IPR&D
method
Impairment Test
Relief from
of Intangible
31/12/2017
14
27-33 Royalty
Asset of IPR&D
method
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Comparison to previous works
Comparison to previous works
In our work, we performed a valuation of the Elron’s Rights in Pocared using an OPM model based on the previously mentioned
transaction executed in proximity to the date of the valuation, in which other shareholders that did not participate in this investment
were diluted. The valuation result in our current work is slightly higher than previous valuation results, mainly due to the implied value
of this specific transaction, reflecting, inter alia the additional funding granted to the Company in the last investment round.
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Appendix A – Waterfall Summary as of 25 March 2020*
Class of Share
CLA-B1-1
CLA-B1-2
CLA-B1-3
CLA-B1-4
B1
B1 Warrants
A1
A1 Warrants
AA1
AA2
Ordinary Shares
ESOP
Carve-Out
Total Value as of March 25, 2020

Class Value
($M)
1.1
1.6
2.2
1.6
12.3
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
20.0

* The date of last convertible loan round
** The figures displayed above may contain slight insignificant deviations caused by rounding off numbers.
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Appendix B – Waterfall Summary as of 6 August 2020
Elron's
Class Value Rights Value
($M)
($M)
CLA-B1-1
1.1
0.7
CLA-B1-2
1.7
1.1
CLA-B1-3
2.3
1.5
CLA-B1-4
1.6
1.1
B1
12.4
8.0
B1 Warrants
0.8
0.5
A1
0.0
0.0
A1 Warrants
0.0
0.0
AA1
0.0
0.0
AA2
0.0
0.0
Ordinary Shares
0.0
0.0
ESOP
0.0
0.0
Carve-Out
0.1
0.0
Total Value as of August 6, 2020
20.0
12.8
Class of Share

* The figures displayed above may contain slight insignificant deviations caused by rounding off numbers.
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Appendix C - Our Professional Credentials
Fair Value Ltd, is a privately associated corporation (the “Company”). The Company specializes in financial advisory and
professional evaluations for the purposes of financial reporting and expert opinions to courts, for tax purposes and

regulatory and statutory authorities in Israel and abroad.
Mr. Eli Elal, (CPA) ASA, is the chief appraiser, certified as a Senior Appraiser by ASA, American Society of Appraisers.
In addition, Mr. Elal is the Vice president of the international chamber of ASA, and its representative in Israel.
The Company has a team of accountants and economist’s experts, highly qualified as financial advisors and evaluators.
Among the Company’s clients are dozens of large private companies and publicly traded companies in Israel.
The Company has four main areas of expertise:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Corporate Valuation
Quantitative Finance & Derivative Valuation
Financial and Economic Modeling
Litigation and Transaction Support
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Appendix D - Limiting conditions
For the purpose of Our Report we have relied on information sources, which seemed to us reasonable, complete, exact and up-to-date.
Furthermore, we have not come across any sign that indicates that these sources are unreasonable. We must emphasize that Our Report
does not include a due diligence examination or any other examination verifying or validating the said information. Therefore, Our
Report may not be considered to be a confirmation that the data given to us is correct, complete or exact. In Our Report we have also
dealt with forward-looking data that was given to us by Elron. Forward-looking data refers to data that lacks certainty with regards to
the future and is based on information that exists in the Company at the date of Our Report. This data includes expectations and

intentions of the Company at the date of Our Report. If the expectations of the Company are not realized the results are likely to be
different from the expected results based on this data. We must emphasize that alterations in the main variables and/or the information
are likely to change the basis of the fundamental assumptions in Our Report, and consequently our conclusions. Therefore, Our Report
must not be viewed as any verification or indication of the correctness, completeness or preciseness of the data, but rather as an
indicative economic evaluation based on economic models and future estimates, as detailed below in the body of Our Report.
Furthermore, we reserve the right to update Our Report based upon any new data that was not presented to us prior the completion of
Our Report. Our Report, includes a description of the methodology used in the examination. The description included in Our Report is
not meant to be a full and detailed description of all the procedures we adopted, rather it summarizes the main ones.
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Appendix D - Limiting conditions (cont’d)
Our Report contains figures that were created using computer based calculations. therefore some of the figures displayed may contain
slight insignificant deviations. Our Report relates to the composite of aspects associated with the fair value of the Company and is not a
recommendation to take any action whatsoever, including investing in, selling of or disposing of any holding. Due to the business
uncertainty inherent in the attempt to evaluate the economic variables that were used in Our Report and the numerous exogenous and
endogenous parameters of the Company that are likely to affect the results of its operations in the future and the value of its assets, there
is no certainty or guarantee that the results of the models and the estimates in Our Report will actually occur, their objective is to reflect
the existing information, to the best of our knowledge, at the date of this report. We should also state that this examination is meant to
reasonably and fairly reflect a given situation at a specific time, on the basis of the data available, and relating to the basic assumptions
and the forecast estimated on the basis of existing information and is only relevant as of the date of its preparation. Nothing in Our
Report may be construed as any type of legal advice or opinion. The interpretation of the various documents we studied was performed
only for the purpose of Our Report and is not an expression of our opinion of them. The information appearing in Our Report does not
claim to include all the information which potential investors or any other agents are likely to require. Various investors are likely to
have different objectives, considerations and methods of examination based on other assumptions and, accordingly, the economic value

with which various parties may undertake economic activities is likely to be different. Our Work was done in accordance with
assumptions and presentations, provided by Elron and is solely for this purpose and use. We do not have any responsibility of any sort
whatsoever to the reader for causing damages of any type whatsoever or in any other way. We are not obligated to update this document
and are not responsible for the preciseness of the content in it and to the fact the information has not changed since the date of our Work.
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Appendix D - Limiting conditions (cont’d)
Evaluations are not an exact science and their conclusions depend on the discretion of the evaluator. Therefore there is no single and
unequivocal value and our Work sets a reasonable range of the value. We believe that the value determined in our Work is reasonable
based on the information provided to us by Elron’s Management. Notwithstanding the aforesaid, another evaluator is likely to reach a
different value. We will not bear any responsibility in any event of a loss, damage or financial expense created as a result of any use
made by the reader or any user of this document, to carry out or should the reader rely on this document, or in any other events resulting
as a result of achieving access by the reader to this document. As part of the agreement with the Elron, we will be exempt and will not be
held responsible or liable under any circumstances for any damage, loss, expense, cost, etc., of any kind, directly or indirectly, caused to
Elron and /or to any party on its behalf and / From any and all matters relating to the information received by the Company and / or its
designee, including but not limited to inaccuracy or lack or as a result of any discrepancy or other defect, of any kind or type, related to
the information. We will not be liable for any loss, damage or expense arising out of any use by any reader or user of this document, or
any reliance of a reader on this document, or any other event resulting from obtaining a reader's access to this document. In addition, we
shall be liable to participate up to a limit of three times our fees, and shall not be liable in any event for any further damage, loss,
expense, cost, etc. of any kind or type, whether direct or indirect, caused to the Company and / or its licensors and Or any third party, due
to an act and / or omission directly or indirectly related to the services we provide to the Company (including in the case of negligence on
our part or by any employee or officer on our behalf), except in case of gross negligence and / or fraud and / On our part.
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Appendix D - Limiting conditions (cont’d)
In any case in which a claim or complaint is filed against us, of any kind, related to the services rendered by us to the Elron, without
exception, Elron shall reimburse or indemnify us, as the case may be, for any amount required or to be paid, exceeding our mentioned
above fees. In addition, Elron will reimburse or indemnify us, as the case may be, for all reasonable expenses for the purpose of
defending against any such claim or procedure, including in respect of full attorneys' fees. We will notify Elron of any demand or claim
brought against us reasonable time following its receipt by us. We will notify the Elron in writing of any demand or such claim,
immediately after receiving it. In the event that such a demand or claim is brought against us, Elron reserves the right to facilitate our
legal defense and employee an attorney to represent us. The identity of the attorney will be brought to our approval in advance (and in the
event that we object to the lawyer proposed by Elron, he will be replaced by another lawyer whose identity will be approved by us). Such
approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. we will cooperate, in a reasonable fashion, with any attorney that we have approved of as
aforementioned and Elron will cover all expenses in conjunction with our cooperation. This will be done in such a manner that we will
not incur any related expenses whatsoever. In addition, we will not be able to compromise in any claim or demand without the prior
written consent of Elron. We do not have any personal interest in their securities, the Company’s shares, its shareholders and their
related parties, as defined by law and case law. We also state that no limitations were set with regards to our fees, including the results of
Our Work. We shall not be held liable in the event of any loss, damage or expense that would be generated following any use that any
reader or any user selects to make of this document, or any of the calls for reliance on this document or any other event that follows the
reader obtaining access to this document.
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Auditors' review report to the shareholders of Elron Electronic Industries Ltd.
We have reviewed the accompanying financial information of Elron Electronic Industries Ltd and subsidiaries
(hereinafter - the "Company"), which comprises the condensed consolidated statement of financial position as
of September 30, 2020 and the condensed consolidated statements of income or loss, comprehensive income
or loss, changes in equity and cash flows for the nine and three months period then ended. The Company's
board of directors and management are responsible for the preparation and presentation of this interim
financial information for this interim period in accordance with IAS 34, "Interim Financial Reporting". In
addition, they are responsible for the preparation of this interim financial information for this interim period
in accordance with chapter 4 of the provisions of the Securities Regulations (periodic and immediate reports
(1970. Our responsibility is to express a conclusion on this interim financial information based on our review.
We did not review the condensed interim financial information of a company that was consolidated until
August 6, 2020 (Date of deconsolidation), whose revenues constitute approximately 0.8% and approximately
1.4% of the total consolidated revenues for the nine and three months periods then ended, respectively. The
condensed interim financial information of that company was reviewed by another auditor whose report was
furnished to us, and our conclusion, insofar as it relates to the financial information in respect of that company,
is based on the report of the other auditor. We also did not reviewed the condensed interim financial
information of associates, the investment in which, at the equity method, amounted to approximately $3,362
thousand as of September 30, 2020, and the Company's share in their losses amounted to approximately
$5,257 thousand and approximately $890 thousand for the nine and three months period then ended,
respectively. The condensed financial information of those associates was reviewed by the other auditors,
whose review reports have been furnished to us, and our conclusion, insofar as it relates to the financial
information in respect of those associates, is based on the review reports of the other auditors.
Scope of review
We conducted our review in accordance with (Israel) Review Standard No. 2410, issued by the Israeli Institute
of Certified Public Accountants regards "Review of Interim Financial Information Performed by the
Independent Auditor of the Entity." A review of interim financial information consists of making inquiries,
primarily of persons responsible for financial and accounting matters, and applying analytical and other review
procedures. A review is substantially less in scope than an audit conducted in accordance with auditing
principles generally accepted in Israel and consequently does not enable us to obtain assurance that we would
become aware of all significant matters that might be identified in an audit. Accordingly, we do not express an
audit opinion.
Conclusion
Based on our review and the review reports of the other auditors, nothing has come to our attention that causes
us to believe that the accompanying condensed financial information do not present fairly, in all material
respects, in accordance with IAS 34.
In addition to the previous paragraph, based on our review and the review reports of the other auditors,
nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the accompanying condensed interim financial
information do not present, in all material respects, in accordance with chapter 4 of the provisions of the
Securities Regulations )Periodic and immediate reports( 1970.

Tel-Aviv, Israel
November 25, 2020

Kesselman & Kesselman
Certified Public Accountants (lsr.)
A member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited

Kesselman & Kesselman, Trade Tower, 25 Hamered Street, Tel-Aviv 6812508, Israel,
P.O Box 50005 Tel-Aviv 6150001 Telephone: +972 -3- 7954555, Fax:+972 -3- 7954556, www.pwc.com/il

ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Consolidated Statements of Financial Position

September 30
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Bank deposits
Other investments in securities
Other accounts receivable

Non-current assets
Investments in associates
Other investments measured at fair value
Long-term receivables
Property, plant and equipment, net
Right-of-use assets
Intangible assets

Total assets

31,416
10,051
5,406
477

21,510
8,856
32,733
3,391

17,139
6,124
33,697
773

47,350

66,490

57,733

18,896
21,198
1,333
287
1,626
3,051

11,857
20,941
1,897
784
2,226
17,438

12,647
21,096
1,333
2,741
722
17,438

46,391

55,143

55,977

93,741

121,633

113,710

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the interim consolidated financial statements.
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December 31
2019
Audited

ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Consolidated Statements of Financial Position
September 30
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands
Current liabilities
Trade payables
Current maturities of lease liabilities
Other accounts payable

Long-term liabilities
Financial liabilities measured at fair value
Lease liabilities

Equity attributable to the Company's
shareholders
Issued capital
Share premium
Capital reserves
Accumulated deficit

December 31
2019
Audited

264
363
6,091

135
694
8,116

197
800
8,117

6,718

8,945

9,114

1,345

1,170
1,513

120
1,969

1,345

2,683

2,089

9,584
211,618
6,401
)161,249(

9,584
211,618
6,069
)143,639(

9,584
211,618
6,158
)150,110(

66,354

83,632

77,250

Non-controlling interests

19,324

26,373

25,257

Total equity

85,678

110,005

102,507

Total liabilities and equity

93,741

121,633

113,710

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the interim consolidated financial statements.

Doron Cohen *)
Director

Yaron Elad
Chief Executive Officer

Niv Levy
Chief Financial Officer

Approval date of the interim consolidated financial statements: November 25, 2020
*)

Authorized by the board of directors to sign these financial statements in lieu of the chairman of the
board of directors, see Note 1.
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ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Consolidated Statements of Income (Loss)

Three months
Nine months ended
ended
Year ended
September 30
September 30
December 31
2020
2019
2020
2019
2019
Unaudited
Audited
$ thousands
(except for gain (loss) per share data)
Income
Gain from disposal and revaluation of investee
companies and changes in holdings, net
Financial income

7,077
861

854
1,308

7,606
222

436
428

529
2,649

7,938

2,162

7,828

864

3,178

2,124
12
5,416
11,766
-

5,900
55
6,626
10,797
722
371

542
1
1,597
2,784
136
-

1,477
19
2,102
3,680
197
-

7,018
66
9,305
15,804
750
371

20,361

24,471

5,060

7,475

33,314

Gain (loss) before taxes on income
Tax benefit (taxes on income)

)12,423(
)913(

)22,309(
)13(

2,768
)851(

)6,611(
)2(

)30,136(
146

Net gain (loss)

)13,336(

)22,322(

1,917

)6,613(

)29,990(

Attributable to:
The Company's shareholders
Non-controlling interests

)11,422(
)1,914(

)15,759(
)6,563(

255
1,662

)4,630(
)1,983(

)22,376(
)7,614(

)13,336(

)22,322(

1,917

)6,613(

)29,990(

)0.27(

)0.46(

0.01

)0.11(

)0.62(

Expenses
Research and development expenses
Marketing expenses
General and administrative expenses
Equity in losses of associates, net
Financial expenses
Other expenses, net

1,043

Net gain (loss) per share attributable to the
Company's shareholders (in $):
Basic and diluted net gain (loss) per share

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the interim consolidated financial statements.
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ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income (Loss)
Nine months
ended
Three months ended
September 30
September 30
2020
2019
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands

Net gain (loss)

Year ended
December 31
2019
Audited

(13,336) )22,322(

1,917

)6,613(

)29,990(

Other comprehensive income (loss) (net of
tax):
Amounts that are classified or may be
reclassified to profit or loss under certain
conditions:
Foreign currency translation differences for
foreign operation

35

)47(

34

)39(

)24(

Total gain (loss) that would be reclassified
to profit or loss under certain conditions

35

)47(

34

)39(

)24(

Total other comprehensive gain (loss)

35

)47(

34

)39(

)24(

Total comprehensive gain (loss)

)13,301( )22,369(

1,951

)6,652(

)30,014(

Attributable to:
Company's shareholders
Non-controlling interests

)11,387( )15,806(
)1,914( )6,563(

289
1,662

)4,669(
)1,983(

)22,400(
)7,614(

)13,301( )22,369(

1,951

)6,652(

)30,014(

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the interim consolidated financial statements.
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ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity
Attributable to the Company's shareholders

Issued
capital

Share
Premium

Capital reserve
Capital reserve for
for financial
transaction with assets measured at fair
controlling
value through other
shareholders
comprehensive income

Capital
reserve from
translation
differences

Capital
reserve from
transactions
with noncontrolling
interests

Accumulated
deficit

Noncontrolling
interests

Total

Total
equity

Unaudited
$ thousands
Balance at January 1, 2020 (audited)

9,584

211,618

351

)1,192(

)11(

7,010

)150,110(

77,250

Total comprehensive gain (loss)
Share-based payments
Investment in Pocared (see Note 3.B)
Change in non-controlling interests
due to loss of control over Pocared
(see Note 3.B)

-

-

-

35
-

-

-

-

208

)11,422(
283
-

)11,387(
283
208

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

)3,812(

)3,812(

9,584

211,618

351

)1,192(

24

7,218

)161,249(

66,354

19,324

85,678

Balance at September 30, 2020

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the interim consolidated financial statements.
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25,257

102,507

)1,914( )13,301(
1
284
)208(
-

ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity
Attributable to the Company's shareholders

Issued
capital

Share
Premium

Capital reserve
Capital reserve for
for financial
transaction with assets measured at fair
controlling
value through other
shareholders
comprehensive income

Capital
reserve from
translation
differences

Capital
reserve from
transactions
with noncontrolling
interests

Accumulated
deficit

Noncontrolling
interests

Total

Total
equity

Unaudited
$ thousands
Balance at January 1, 2019 (audited)

9,573

190,753

351

)1,192(

13

6,266

)128,292(

77,472

33,430

110,902

Total comprehensive loss
Proceeds from issuance of shares net of
issuance expenses
Share-based payments
Investment in Pocared by RDC
Investment of non-controlling interests
in Pocared

-

-

-

-

(47)

-

(15,759)

(15,806)

(6,563)

(22,369)

11
-

20,865
-

-

-

-

678

412
-

20,876
412
678

1
(678)

20,876
413
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

183

183

9,584

211,618

351

(1,192)

(34)

6,944

(143,639)

83,632

26,373

110,005

Balance at September 30, 2019

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the interim consolidated financial statements.
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ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity
Attributable to the Company's shareholders

Issued
capital

Share
Premium

Capital reserve
for financial
Capital
assets measured at fair reserve from
value through other
translation
comprehensive income differences

Capital reserve
for transaction
with controlling
shareholders

Capital
reserve from
transactions
with noncontrolling Accumulated
interests
deficit

Noncontrolling
interests

Total

Total
equity

Unaudited
$ thousands
Balance at July 1, 2020
Total comprehensive gain
Share-based payments
Investment in Pocared (see Note 3.B)
Change in non-controlling interests due
to loss of control over Pocared (see
Note 3.B)
Balance at September 30, 2020

9,584

211,618

351

)1,192(

)10(

7,028

)161,710(

65,669

21,664

87,333

-

-

-

-

34
-

190

255
206
-

289
206
190

1,662
)190(

1,951
206
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

)3,812(

)3,812(

9,584

211,618

351

)1,192(

24

7,218

19,324

85,678

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the interim consolidated financial statements.
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)161,249(

66,354

ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity
Attributable to the Company's shareholders

Issued
capital

Share
Premium

Capital reserve
for financial
Capital
assets measured at fair reserve from
value through other
translation
comprehensive income differences

Capital reserve
for transaction
with controlling
shareholders

Capital
reserve from
transactions
with noncontrolling Accumulated
interests
deficit

Total

Noncontrolling
interests

Total
equity

Unaudited
$ thousands
Balance at July 1, 2019
Total comprehensive loss
Share-based payments
Investment in Pocared by RDC
Balance at September 30, 2019

9,584

211,618

351

(1,192)

5

6,913

(139,154)

88,125

28,388

116,513

-

-

-

-

(39)
-

31

(4,630)
145
-

(4,669)
145
31

(1,983)
(1)
(31)

(6,652)
144
-

9,584

211,618

351

(1,192)

(34)

6,944

(143,639)

83,632

26,373

110,005

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the interim consolidated financial statements.
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ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity
Attributable to the Company's shareholders

Issued
capital

Balance at January 1, 2019
Total comprehensive loss
Proceeds from issuance of shares net of
issuance expenses
Share-based payments
Investment in Pocared by RDC
Investment of non-controlling interests
in Pocared
Balance at December 31, 2019

Share
premium

Capital
reserve from
translation
differences

Capital
reserve from
transactions
with noncontrolling
interests

Accumulated
deficit

Audited
$ thousands
)1,192(
13

6,266

)128,292(

77,472

33,430

110,902

Capital reserve
Capital reserve for
for financial
transaction with assets measured at fair
controlling
value through other
shareholders
comprehensive income

Noncontrolling
interests

Total

Total
equity

9,573

190,753

351

-

-

-

-

)24(

-

)22,376(

)22,400(

)7,614(

)30,014(

11
-

20,865
-

-

-

-

744

558
-

20,876
558
744

2
)744(

20,876
560
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

183

183

9,584

211,618

351

)1,192(

)11(

7,010

)150,110(

77,250

25,257

102,507

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the interim consolidated financial statements.
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ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Nine months
ended
Three months ended
September 30
September 30
2020
2019
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands
Cash flows from operating activities
Net income (loss)

)13,336(

Adjustments to reconcile net income (loss) to net
cash used in operating activities:
Adjustment to the profit or loss items:
Depreciation and amortization
773
Finance, net
77
Stock based compensation
284
Change in fair value of financial liabilities
measured at fair value
)50(
Gain from disposal and revaluation of
investee companies and changes in
holdings, net
)7,077(
Equity in losses of associates, net
11,766
Taxes on income (tax benefit)
913
1
Other
6,687
Changes in Assets and Liabilities:
Decrease (increase) in other accounts
receivable
Increase (decrease) in trade payables
Increase (decrease) in other accounts payable

Cash paid and received during the period for:
Taxes paid
Interest paid
Interest received

Net cash used in operating activities

)22,322(

733
)1,400(
413
166

1,917

174
)76(
206

Year
ended
December
31
2019
Audited

)6,613(

)29,990(

291
)541(
144

995
)1,782(
560

)106(

8

)884(

)854(
10,797
13
)22(
9,846

)7,606(
2,784
851
)3,773(

)436(
3,680
2
)7(
3,141

)529(
15,804
)146(
)31(
13,987

)163(
227
)964(
)900(

162
)367(
333
128

)88(
200
456
568

173
)486(
491
178

271
)305(
788
754

)706(
)116(
659
)163(

)23(
)53(
909
833

)27(
78
51

)22(
)14(
478
442

)39(
)72(
1,293
1,182

)7,712(

)11,515(

)1,237(

)2,852(

)14,067(

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the interim consolidated financial statements.
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ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows (Cont.)

Nine months ended
Three months ended
September 30
September 30
2020
2019
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands

Cash flows from investment activities
Cash disposed of due to Pocared’s
deconsolidation (see Note 3.B)
Purchase of property and equipment
Investment in associates and other companies
Proceeds from sale of associates and other
companies
Sale of (investment in) other investments in
securities, net
Taxes paid as a result of sale of investments in
companies
Withdrawal (investment) of deposits, net
Net cash provided by (used in) investment
activities

)381( )277(
)50(
)6,736(
)4,267(

Year ended
December 31
2019
Audited

)381(
)42(
)1,053(

)34(
)1,191(

)50(
)9,948(

6,063

1,869

5,823

32

4,378

27,371

)17,986(

5,700

)9,656(

)18,894(

4,955

-

1,779

)293(
7,678

)15,479(

10,047

)4,000(
22,040

)9,070(

)17,129(

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issuance of shares net of issuance
expenses
Repayment of lease liability
Investment of non-controlling interests in Pocared

)424(
-

20,876
)457(
232

)93(
-

)152(
-

20,876
)596(
232

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities

)424(

20,651

)93(

)152(

20,512

373

69

5

83

39

14,277

)6,274(

8,722

)11,991(

)10,645(

Cash and cash equivalents as of beginning of the
period

17,139

27,784

22,694

33,501

27,784

Cash and cash equivalents as of end of the period

31,416

21,510

31,416

21,510

17,139

Exchange rate differences in respect of cash and
cash equivalents
Increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the interim consolidated financial statements.
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ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Notes to the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements
(USD in thousands, except for price per share and number of shares)

Note 1 – General
Elron Electronic Industries Ltd. ("Elron" or "the Company") is an operational holding company that focuses
on building technology companies. Currently, Elron has significant holdings in medical device, cybersecurity
and enterprise software companies, and is examining investment opportunities mainly in cybersecurity and
enterprise software companies. The Company is an Israeli-resident company incorporated in Israel, traded on
the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange, its main market. Its registered address is ToHa Tower, 114 Yigal Alon St., 27th
floor, Tel Aviv, Israel.
The Company's parent company is Discount Investment Corporation Ltd. ("DIC"), an Israeli-resident
company, traded on the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange. DIC holds a 61.06% interest in the Company as of
September 30, 2020.
The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared as of September 30, 2020, and for
the nine and three months then ended ("interim consolidated financial statements") in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards ("IFRS") in condensed format. The interim consolidated financial
statements are presented in U.S. dollars, the Company's functional currency, and are rounded to the nearest
thousand. These interim consolidated financial statements should be read in conjunction with the Company's
annual consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2019 and the year then ended and accompanying
notes ("the annual consolidated financial statements").
Since there is no Chairman of the Board of Directors serving at the time of the approval of these reports, the
Company's board of directors authorized Mr. Doron Cohen, a director, to sign the Financial Statements, in lieu
of the Chairman of the Board of Directors.
The impact of the spread of the coronavirus
The outbreak of the coronavirus (COVID-19) has rapidly developed since the beginning of 2020. Measures
taken by governments around the world to stop the spread of the virus have affected economic activity in many
countries.
In order to deal with the outbreak of the coronavirus and in an attempt to curb its spread, significant regulatory
measures are being taken in large parts of the world, as well as in Israel, to restrict people's mobility and
congregation. As a result, there has been a significant decline in economic activity in many regions of the
world, as well as in Israel. As of the date of approval of the interim consolidated financial statements, the full
effects of the coronavirus on the economy in Israel and countries around the world are not yet fully clear.
The Company is monitoring and examining the impact of the spread of the coronavirus on its operations and
the activities of its affiliates. The decline in the volume of economic activity may, among other things, affect
the ability to raise capital for affiliates, and may, in the case of some affiliates, affect their ability to expand
their development and sales activities. The Company examined the balance of investments in companies
accounted for under the equity method of accounting as of September 30, 2020 and did not find any need for
examination of impairment of such investments. In addition, during the first nine months of 2020, the Company
recognized an aggregate loss in the amount of approximately $2,100 from a decrease in the value of financial
assets measured at fair value. This loss includes financial expenses in an amount of approximately $700,
mainly in respect of the Company's investment in debentures presented at fair value and a loss in an amount
of approximately $1,400 in respect of a decrease in the value of Elron's holding in Aqwise - Wise Water
Technologies Ltd., recorded under line item gain (loss) from disposal and revaluation of investee companies
and changes in holdings, net, in the consolidated statement of income (loss).
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ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Notes to the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements
(USD in thousands, except for price per share and number of shares)

Note 2 – Significant Accounting Policies and Basis of presentation
The interim consolidated financial statements were prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting
policies for the preparation of financial statements for interim periods as prescribed in IAS 34 – Interim
Financial Reporting, and in accordance with Section D of the Israeli Securities Regulations (Periodic and
Immediate Reports), 1970 ("the Regulations").
The significant accounting policies followed in the preparation of the interim consolidated financial statements
are identical to those applied in preparation of the annual consolidated financial statements.

Note 3 – Material Changes During the Reporting Period
A.

CartiHeal
CartiHeal (2009) Ltd. ("CartiHeal") is developing an implant for repair of articular cartilage
and osteochondral defects in loadbearing joints, such as the knee. As of the reporting date,
Elron holds approximately 27% of CartiHeal's outstanding shares and the investment in
CartiHeal is accounted for under the equity method of accounting.
As mentioned in Note 3.B.4.b) to the annual consolidated financial statements, in January
2020, an investment agreement (SAFE- Simple Agreement for Future Equity) was
completed in CartiHeal, with the participation of some of its shareholders, in an amount of
$5,000, according to which, the investment sum will be converted into CartiHeal shares
under certain conditions stipulated in the agreement. Elron's share of the investment was
$1,500.
In July 2020, CartiHeal and shareholders of CartiHeal, including Elron, entered into
definitive agreements (“the Agreements”) with Bioventus LLC ("Bioventus"), an existing
shareholder of CartiHeal, as follows:
1. Bioventus will invest up to $20,000 in CartiHeal, ($15,000 was invested immediately)
in consideration for Preferred G shares. As part of this investment round, the balance of the
SAFE agreement from January 2020 was converted into Preferred G shares. As a result of
the said investment, Elron's holdings decreased from approximately 29% to approximately
27% of CartiHeal’s outstanding shares and to approximately 25% on a fully diluted basis.
2. Bioventus was issued an exclusive option to acquire 100% of CartiHeal's share capital
(the "Call Option") and CartiHeal was issued a put option to require that Bioventus
purchases 100% of CartiHeal's share capital (the "Put Option"). The Call Option is
exercisable from the closing of the investment. The Put Option shall be exercisable subject
to pivotal clinical trial success, including on certain secondary endpoints, and the FDA
approving the Agili-C device with a label consistent in all respects with pivotal clinical trial
success as stipulated in the Agreements. The Call Option and Put Option shall terminate
45 days following obtainment of FDA approval and fulfillment of customary closing
conditions.
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Note 3 – Material Changes During the Reporting Period (Cont.)
A.

CartiHeal (Cont.)
In the event of exercise of the Call Option or the Put Option, Elron's expected share in the
total consideration for the acquisition of CartiHeal amounts to $126,000-$129,000 in the
aggregate, and is comprised of (i) $90,000-$92,000 (subject to customary financial
adjustments) payable at the acquisition closing (including $12,000 to be deposited in
escrow for 24 months, primarily to secure certain indemnification obligations of the selling
shareholders to Bioventus), and (ii) $36,000-$37,000 payable at such time when the sales
of the Agili-C and certain other revenues resulting from the commercializing of other
CartiHeal technology shall generate at least $100,000 in revenues during a consecutive 12month period.
There is no assurance as to the consummation of the exercise of the Call Option or the Put
Option, or the timing thereof. The investment in CartiHeal will continue to be accounted
for under the equity method of accounting, and as of September 30, 2020, the balance of
the investment is approximately $1,501.
In accordance with the provisions of IFRS 9, the Call Option and the Put Option are
financial instruments measured at fair value through profit or loss whose value at the time
of signing the Agreements is immaterial and whose initial measurement did not have a net
effect on the Company's profit and loss.

B.

Pocared
Pocared Diagnostics Ltd. ("Pocared"), is developing a real-time and automated system for
infectious diseases diagnosis using optical technology. As of the date of the Transaction, as
detailed below, Pocared was Elron’s subsidiary, and Elron and RDC Rafael Development
Corporation Ltd. ("RDC", Elron's 50.1% held subsidiary) held approximately 45% and 26%,
respectively, of Pocared's outstanding share capital.
As mentioned in Note 3.A.3.b) to the annual consolidated financial statements, in March
2020, the 2019 loan agreement was extended, and a loan was granted to Pocared by Elron,
RDC and other shareholders of Pocared in a total amount of approximately $1,600 (Elron
and RDC’s share was $500 and $1,000, respectively). As a result of the completion of this
loan, a capital reserve from transactions with non-controlling interests was recognized in a
non-material amount.
In August 2020, Elron and RDC signed agreements with several of Pocared's shareholders,
led by Naftali Investments Ltd. which is owned by the Oudi Recanati family (the "Buyers"),
under which the following was settled (the "Transaction"):
The Buyers undertook to fund Pocared's current operations and the continuation of its efforts
to obtain external financing, and invested in Pocared an amount of approximately $1,000.
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Note 3 – Material Changes During the Reporting Period (Cont.)
B.

Pocared (Cont.)
As part of the Transaction, Elron and RDC invested (together) in Pocared a total amount of
$100 and thereafter Elron and RDC have no obligation to make any further investment in
Pocared.
Elron and RDC transferred most of their holdings in Pocared to the Buyers, as well as most
of the balance of the loans previously granted to Pocared by them (collectively: "the
Securities"), such that Elron's consolidated holding in Pocared's shares decreased to
approximately 10% of Pocared's issued capital (of which 4% by Elron and approximately
6% by RDC).
In addition to their remaining direct holding in Pocared, Elron and RDC will be entitled to
64% of any future consideration that the Buyers may receive (whether from Pocared or from
a third party) from the Securities that were transferred.
Elron and RDC retain customary minority rights in Pocared, including the right to appoint
a director on Pocared's board of directors, which will include up to five board members.
As a result of the Transaction, commencing from August 2020, Pocared ceased to be a
subsidiary of Elron and from this date, the aforementioned rights in Pocared, both the
ownership rights by virtue of the direct holding, and the rights that are in essentially
ownership rights by virtue of the transferred shares are accounted for under the equity
method of accounting.
According to the provisions of IFRS 10, Elron recognized a net gain attributable to the
Company's shareholders in the amount of approximately $1,690 (a consolidated net gain in
the amount of approximately $2,700) resulting mainly from the revaluation to fair value of
the rights in Pocared, under line item gain from disposal and revaluation of investee
companies and changes in holdings, net, in the statement of income (loss).
The fair value of the rights in Pocared was determined with the assistance of an independent
appraiser at a consolidated amount of approximately $12,800 as of the date of loss of
control. The purchase price allocation was attributed to an intangible asset that is mostly
attributed to in process research and development (“IPR&D”).
The evaluation was conducted with the assistance of an external appraiser using the Option
Pricing Model (OPM), using the value derived from the aforementioned investment in
Pocared in accordance with the loan agreement which was extended in March 2020. The
evaluation used the following significant assumptions: B1 share price stipulated in the
financing round of 0.39777 USD, standard deviation of 67%, risk-free interest of 0.12%
and a 0 dividend yield.
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Note 3 – Material Changes During the Reporting Period (Cont.)
B.

Pocared (Cont.)
The impact of Pocared’s deconsolidation on the financial statements:
$ $ thousands
Disposal of assets and liabilities and non-controlling
interests:
Cash and cash equivalents (including transaction costs)
Current liabilities net of current assets (excluding cash
and cash equivalents)
In process research and development asset
Non-current assets
Long-term liabilities
Assets and liabilities, net

)1,512(
14,387
1,054
)357(
13,953

Non-controlling interests
Total net investment which was deducted

)3,812(
10,141

Balance of the rights in shares of Pocared according to the
equity method of accounting
Balance of the rights in loans granted to Pocared
Balance of the holdings in the warrants to shares of
Pocared
Gain from Pocared’s deconsolidation (net of transaction
costs)
Attributable to:
The company's shareholders
Non-controlling interests

Cash flows due to the deconsolidation

C.

381

8,045
4,326
471
2,701
1,690
1,011
)381(

IronScales
IronScales Ltd. (“IronScales”) is developing and providing a cloud-based (SaaS) solution,
which aims to protect the organization from targeted email attacks (spear-phishing). Prior
to the completion of the transaction from July 2020, as detailed below, RDC held
approximately 24% of IronScales's outstanding shares.
In July 2020, IronScales signed an investment agreement in the amount of approximately
$6,000, with the participation of a new investor, in consideration for Preferred A-4 shares.
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Note 3 – Material Changes During the Reporting Period (Cont.)
C.

IronScales (Cont.)
In addition to the said investment agreement, RDC completed two agreements for the sale
of a portion of its holdings in IronScales for a total amount of $5,000. Following the
completion of these transactions, Elron recognized in the third quarter of 2020, a net gain
attributable to the Company's shareholders in the amount of approximately $1,900 (a
consolidated net gain in the amount of approximately $3,800) under line item gain from
disposal and revaluation of investee companies and changes in holdings, net, in the
statement of income (loss).
Following the completion of the investment and sales of shares mentioned above, RDC's
holding in IronScales's outstanding shares decreased to approximately 13%. The
investment in IronScales continues to be accounted for under the equity method of
accounting (among other things, since RDC holds certain protective rights that result in
significant influence).

D.

BrainsGate
BrainsGate Ltd. ("BrainsGate") is developing an electronical stimulation-based treatment
for ischemic stroke. As of the reporting date, Elron holds approximately 30% of
BrainsGate's outstanding shares. BrainsGate is accounted for under the equity method of
accounting.
As mentioned in Note 3.B.4.a) to the annual consolidated financial statements, in February
2020, BrainsGate signed an investment agreement (SAFE), with its existing shareholders,
in an amount of approximately $7,800, according to which, the investment amount will be
converted into BrainsGate shares under certain conditions stipulated in the agreement.
Elron's share in the total investment is $2,000.

E.

Coramaze
Coramaze Technologies Ltd. (“Coramaze”) is developing a minimally invasive device to
repair heart valves. As of the reporting date, Elron holds approximately 30% of Coramaze’s
outstanding shares (directly and through Coramaze Technologies GmbH – “Coramaze
Germany”) and the investment in Coramaze is accounted for under the equity method of
accounting.
As mentioned in Note 3.B.4.f) to the annual consolidated financial statements, in June
2019, Elron entered into an investment agreement with Coramaze together with other
shareholders of Coramaze, in an amount of approximately €5,000 thousand, to be invested
in Coramaze in four installments, in consideration for Preferred A shares of Coramaze.
During 2019, the first and second installments were invested in an aggregate amount of
€2,000 thousand (approximately $2,200). Elron's share in these installments was €520
thousand (approximately $580). In May 2020, the third installment was invested, in the
amount of €1,000 thousand (approximately $1,100). Elron's share in this installment was
€260 thousand (approximately $290).
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Note 3 – Material Changes During the Reporting Period (Cont.)
E.

Coramaze (Cont.)
In July 2020, Elron signed agreements to sell some of its holdings in Coramaze to new
investors in consideration for a total amount of approximately €730 thousand
(approximately $800), in consideration for Preferred A shares of Coramaze, which Elron
held. In addition, it was agreed that one of the new investors will invest Elron’s share in
the fourth installment of the June 2019 investment agreement mentioned above, in the
amount of €520 thousand.
As a result of the said sale agreement, Elron's holding in Coramaze’s outstanding shares
decreased from approximately 34% to approximately 30% and the investment in Coramaze
continues to be accounted for under the equity method of accounting. In addition, during
the third quarter of 2020, Elron recognized a gain in the amount of approximately $200
under line item gain from disposal and revaluation of investee companies and changes in
holdings, net, in the statement of income (loss).

F.

Open Legacy
Open Legacy Technologies Ltd. ("Open Legacy") is developing and marketing a software
solution for digital integration of information systems in organizations, based on API
(Application Programming Interface). As of the reporting date, RDC holds approximately
23% of Open Legacy's outstanding shares and the investment in Open Legacy is accounted
for under the equity method of accounting.
As mentioned in Note 3.B.4.c) to the annual consolidated financial statements, in February
2020, an investment agreement in Open Legacy was completed, led by a new shareholder,
in the amount of approximately $20,600 in consideration for preferred B-3 shares. As part
of this investment round, the balance of the SAFE agreement from October 2019 in the
amount of approximately $10,000, was converted into preferred B-4 shares. RDC did not
participate in this investment.

G.

SixGill
SixGill Ltd. ("SixGill") develops and provides an automated system that crawls the Dark
Web and extracts information to provide its customers with relevant intelligence and alerts
regarding possible or ongoing cyber-attacks against the enterprise. As of the reporting date,
Elron holds approximately 23% of SixGill's outstanding shares and the investment in
SixGill is accounted for under the equity method of accounting.
As mentioned in Note 3.B.4.g) to the annual consolidated financial statements, in
December 2019, an investment agreement in SixGill in the amount of $13,500 was signed.
This round was led by new investors and with the participation of Elron, in consideration
for the issuance of preferred B shares. In May 2020, the investment agreement was
extended by an additional amount of $1,000 which was received from a new investor.
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Note 3 – Material Changes During the Reporting Period (Cont.)
H.

Alcide
Alcide.IO Ltd. ("Alcide") provides a security platform for Kubernetes deployments from
code to production. As of the reporting date, Elron holds approximately 30% of Alcide's
outstanding shares and the investment in Alcide is accounted for under the equity method
of accounting.
As mentioned in Note 3.B.4.i) to the annual consolidated financial statements, in October
2019, an investment in Alcide in the amount of approximately $5,400 was completed. This
round was with the participation of existing shareholders of Alcide (including Elron), in
consideration for Preferred A-3 shares (Elron's share in the investment was approximately
$2,000). In March 2020, the investment round was extended by an additional amount of
$500 which was invested by Elron.

I.

Oz Code
Oz Code Ltd. (previously- CodeValue D.T. Ltd.) ("Oz Code") is developing a simple, rapid
and efficient debugging solution for developers. As of the reporting date, RDC holds
approximately 29% of Oz Code's outstanding shares and the investment in Oz Code is
accounted for under the equity method of accounting.
As mentioned in Note 3.B.4.n) to the annual consolidated financial statements, in January
and March 2020, the investment agreement from September 2018 was extended by an
additional aggregate amount of $1,100 in consideration for Preferred A shares (RDC's share
was approximately $650). In July 2020, the investment agreement from September 2018
was extended again by an additional amount of approximately $600 (RDC’s share was
approximately $350).
In November 2020, subsequent to the reporting date, RDC signed an investment agreement,
to invest in Oz Code an amount of approximately $1,500 in consideration for Preferred B
shares, in two installments. RDC's share in this investment is $1,000. The first installment
is in the amount of approximately $800, of which RDC's share was $500.
As a result, subsequent to the reporting date, RDC's holding in Oz Code's outstanding share
capital increased to approximately 37%.

J.

One View
One-View Space Ltd. ("One View") is developing an automated platform for analyzing and
extracting insights from satellite imagery from multiple sources using Artificial
Intelligence (AI) algorithms. As of the reporting date, RDC holds approximately 10% of
One View's outstanding shares and the investment in One View is accounted for under the
equity method of accounting (among other things, because RDC's share of One View's
board of directors is higher than 20%).
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J.

One View (Cont.)
As mentioned in Note 3.B.4.p) to the annual consolidated financial statements, in February
2020, RDC completed its first investment in One View, along with other shareholders as
part of a $3,200 investment round in consideration for preferred shares (RDC's share was
approximately $750).

K.

Nitinotes
Nitinotes Ltd. ("Nitinotes) is developing a minimally invasive endoscopic procedure for
treatment of obesity. As of the reporting date, Elron holds approximately 26% of Nitinotes's
outstanding shares and the investment in Nitinotes is accounted for under the equity method
of accounting.
As mentioned in Note 3.B.4.j) to the annual consolidated financial statements, in May 2020,
the investment round from September 2016 was extended for the third time ,by the
shareholders of Nitinotes ,by an additional amount of approximately $7,100 in
consideration for Preferred A-1 shares. The investment will be invested in three
installments. The first installment in the amount of approximately $2,800 was invested
during May 2020 and November 2020, subsequent to the reporting date. Elron did not
participate in this investment. As a result, subsequent to the reporting date, Elron's holding
in Nitinotes's outstanding share capital decreased to approximately 25%.

L.

Sayata
Sayata Labs Ltd. ("Sayata") develops and markets technological solutions for insurance
agencies and companies to assess the risk in cyber insurance policies for small and medium
businesses. As of the reporting date, RDC holds approximately 19% of Sayata's outstanding
share capital and the investment in Sayata is accounted for under the equity method of
accounting.
In August 2020, Sayata signed an investment agreement (SAFE) with its existing
shareholders, in an amount of approximately $800, according to which, the investment
amount will be converted into Sayata shares under certain conditions stipulated in the
agreement. RDC's share in the total investment was $500.
Subsequent to the reporting date, in November 2020, the aforementioned investment
agreement was extended in an additional amount of $550 (RDC's share was $500).
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M.

Kindite
Kindite Ltd. ("Kindite") is developing an encryption platform for cloud and other
applications that enables search and retrieval of data while maintaining complete end to end
encryption. As of the reporting date, RDC holds approximately 28% of Kindite's
outstanding shares and the investment in Kindite is accounted for under the equity method
of accounting.
Subsequent to the reporting date, in October 2020, Kindite signed an investment agreement
(SAFE) with its existing shareholders, in an amount of approximately $350, according to
which, the investment amount will be converted into Kindite shares under certain
conditions stipulated in the agreement. RDC's share in the total investment was $250.

N.

Imvision
Imvision Software Technologies Ltd. ("Imvision "), is developing an API security solution
for enterprise-scale applications.
In October 2020, subsequent to the reporting date, RDC completed its first investment in
the amount of $2,000 in Imvision, as part of a financing round in the amount of $3,100.
According to the investment agreement (SAFE) the investment sum will be converted into
Imvision shares under certain conditions stipulated in the agreement. The investment in
Imvision is accounted for under the equity method of accounting.

O.

Share based payments
As mentioned in Note 12.C to the annual consolidated financial statements, in November
2018, the Company's Board of Directors approved an employee options plan (the "Option
Plan"), according to which it will be possible to grant to employees of the Company, nontradable options to purchase Ordinary Shares of the Company, par value NIS0.003 each
(the "Options"). The Ordinary Shares that will be issued further to the exercise of the
Options will be identical in all their rights to the Company's Ordinary Shares, immediately
upon their issuance.
In May 2020, following the approval of the Compensation Committee, the Company's
Board of Directors approved the grant of options to the Company's CEO and two additional
officers who are not directors. In July 2020, the General Meeting of shareholders of the
Company approved the aforementioned grant of options to the Company's CEO.
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O.

Share based payments (Cont.)
In accordance with the Company's compensation policy, the grant of Options to the CEO
of the Company and the additional officers was made in lieu of the annual bonus component
in respect of the share return index for 2020 and 2021 as determined in the compensation
policy. The amount of Options granted was done as a derivative of the fair value of
approximately NIS1,530 thousands for the CEO and approximately NIS2,187 thousands
for the other two officers, reflecting the maximum limit of the annual bonus component in
respect of the share return index.
Accordingly, in July 2020, 971,138 Options were granted to the CEO, and in May 2020,
1,388,156 Options were granted to the other two officers. The vesting period of the Options
is as follows: 1/3 at the end of one year from the date of grant, an additional 1/3 at the end
of the second year from the date of the grant and an additional 1/3 at the end of the third
year from the date of the grant. In accordance with the terms of the option grant, in any
event of “change of control”, as defined in the Company’s Option Plan and the grant of
Options by virtue, including in event that the indirect controlling shareholder on the date
of the grant (Mr. Eduardo Elsztain) ceases to be the indirect controlling shareholder of the
Company, all Options which were granted under the Company’s Option Plan and not yet
vested, will vest in full.
The Options are exercisable up to a period of 5 years from the date of grant. Any Option
not exercised by such date shall expire. The exercise price of each Option (calculated as
the average of the Company's share price on the TASE in the 30 trading days of trading
preceding May 26, 2020, together with a premium of 10%) is NIS6.8409. The exercise of
the Options will be according to the net exercise mechanism (cashless) according to which
the number of shares which will be issued to the employee will be calculated.
In order to calculate the amount of Options derived from the fair value on the date of the
grant, the Company relied on an economic opinion from an external appraiser and the
calculation was performed according to the Black and Scholes model, using the
assumptions listed below: (1) the Company's share price on the calculation date (May 26,
2020, prior to the opening of the trading) in the amount of NIS6.2190; (2) the exercise price
of the Options in the amount of NIS6.8409; (3) expected duration of the average period
between the vesting date and the expiry date of the Options; (4) an expected dividend at a
rate of 0%; (5) expected standard deviation of approximately 38.74%; (6) risk-free interest
rate of approximately 0.314%. The degree of volatility is based on the historical volatility
of the Company's share price, for periods parallel to the expected duration of the Option
until the exercise date.
According to the Option Plan, the grant of the Options to the CEO and the two other
Officers who are not directors is subject to the rules stipulated in Section 102 of the Israel
Income Tax Act. According to the track selected by the Company and according to these
rules, the Company is not entitled to claim as a tax expense the amounts reflected as a
benefit to the employees, including sums that are registered as a salary benefit in the
Company’s accounts, for the Options that the employees received in the framework of the
Option Plan.
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O.

Share based payments (Cont.)
In February 2020, Mr. Ari Bronshtein ceased to serve as the Company's CEO and in April
2020, his employment ended. As of the date of the termination of Mr. Bronshtein's
employment, 517,360 options vested out of the amount granted to him in January 2019.
In accordance with the Option Plan terms, options that were granted but not yet vested by
the time of termination of the employment shall forfeit immediately, and 90 days following
the date of termination the right to exercise the vested options expires as well.

The movement in the number of stock options and the weighted averages of their exercise
prices is as follows:
For the nine months period ended
September 30, 2020
Number of
Weighted
options
average of
exercise price
NIS

Outstanding options at the beginning of year (audited)
Granted
Forfeited
Expired
Outstanding options at September 30, 2020
Exercisable at September 30, 2020

25

3,905,952
2,359,294
(724,304)
(517,360)
5,023,582
1,332,144

11.05
6.8409
11.05
11.05
9.07
11.05
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Note 4 – Summarized data of the financial statements of associates, unadjusted to the
Group's percentage of holdings

Current
liabilities

Noncurrent
liabilities

Total
liabilities

Equity
attributable
to
shareholder
s of the
company

9,094

1,669

7,026

8,695

399

-

1,434

21,587

2,054

2,256

4,310

17,277

-

978

1,522

1,038

8,876

9,914

(8,392)

-

Current
assets

Noncurrent
assets

8,706

388

20,153
544

Total
assets

Equity
attributable
to noncontrolling
interests

As of September 30,
2020 (unaudited)
BrainsGate Ltd.
CartiHeal (2009) Ltd.
Pocared Diagnostics
Ltd.(*)
As of September 30,
2019 (unaudited)
BrainsGate Ltd.
CartiHeal (2009) Ltd.
As of December 31, 2019
(audited)
BrainsGate Ltd.
CartiHeal (2009) Ltd.

4,190

57

4,247

1,188

4,360

5,548

(1,301)

-

9,301

1,744

11,045

1,422

1,626

3,048

7,997

-

-

3,338

472

3,810

1,380

6,382

7,762

)3,952(

6,849

1,701

8,550

2,519

2,240

4,759

3,791

(*) In addition, the investment in Pocared includes excess cost in the amount of $13,300.
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Reven
ues

Gross
profit

Operat
ing loss

Loss
from
continu
ing
operati
ons

Loss
for the
period

Loss
attributab
le to
sharehold
ers of the
company

Loss
attributab
le to noncontrollin
g interests

Other
comprehen
sive
income
(loss)

Total
comprehen
sive loss

For the nine months
period ended September
30, 2020 (unaudited)
BrainsGate Ltd.

-

-

)2,926(

)3,468(

)3,468(

)3,468(

-

-

)3,468(

CartiHeal (2009) Ltd.

-

-

)5,821(

)5,969(

)5,969(

)5,969(

-

-

)5,969(

Pocared Diagnostics Ltd.

-

-

(3,491)

(3,557)

(3,557)

(3,557)

-

-

(3,557)

BrainsGate Ltd.

-

-

(2,776)

(2,258)

(2,258)

(2,258)

-

-

(2,258)

CartiHeal (2009) Ltd.

-

-

(7,153)

(7,134)

(7,134)

(7,134)

-

-

(7,134)

BrainsGate Ltd.

-

-

)889(

)1,072(

)1,072(

)1,072(

-

-

)1,072(

CartiHeal (2009) Ltd.

-

-

)2,635(

)2,707(

)2,707(

)2,707(

-

-

)2,707(

Pocared Diagnostics Ltd.

-

-

(1,104)

(304)

(304)

(304)

-

-

(304)

For the three months
period ended September
30, 2019 (unaudited)
BrainsGate Ltd.
CartiHeal (2009) Ltd.

-

-

(913)
(2,252)

(827)
(2,278)

(827)
(2,278)

(827)
(2,278)

-

-

(827)
(2,278)

BrainsGate Ltd.

-

-

)3,721(

)4,941(

)4,941(

)4,941(

-

-

)4,941(

CartiHeal (2009) Ltd.

-

-

)10,694(

)11,343(

)11,343(

)11,343(

-

-

)11,343(

For the nine months
period ended September
30, 2019 (unaudited)

For the three months
period ended September
30, 2020 (unaudited)

For the year ended
December 31, 2019
(audited)
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Note 5 – Financial instruments
A.

Fair value
The carrying amount of all of the Company's financial assets and liabilities, including cash and cash
equivalents, bank deposits, other investments in securities, other accounts receivable, investments in
other companies measured at fair value, long term receivables, other accounts payable, trade payables
and financial liabilities measures at fair value through profit or loss, conform to or approximate their
fair values.

B.

Classification of financial instruments by fair value hierarchy
The financial instruments presented in the statement of financial position at fair value are grouped into
classes with similar characteristics using the following fair value hierarchy which is determined based
on the source of input used in measuring fair value:
Level 1

- quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.

Level 2

- inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are observable either directly
or indirectly.

Level 3

- inputs that are not based on observable market data (valuation techniques which use inputs
that are not based on observable market data).

As of September 30, 2020
Unaudited
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Financial assets measured at fair value:
Other investments measured at fair value
Other investments in securities
Other accounts receivable

-

5,406
5,406

21,198
1,207
22,405

As of September 30, 2019
Unaudited
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Financial assets measured at fair value:
Other investments measured at fair value
Other investments in securities
Other accounts receivable
Financial liabilities measured at fair value through profit
or loss
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-

32,733
32,733

20,941
1,771
22,712

-

-

1,170

ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Notes to the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements
(USD in thousands, except for price per share and number of shares)

Note 5 – Financial instruments (Cont.)
As of December 31, 2019
Audited
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Financial assets measured at fair value:
Other investments measured at fair value
Other investments in securities
Other accounts receivable

-

Financial liabilities measured at fair value through profit
or loss

33,679
33,679

-

-

21,096
1,207
22,303
120

Changes in financial assets classified in Level 3:
For the nine and three months period ended September 30, 2020:
Financial
assets
measured at
fair value
22,303

Balance as of January 1, 2020 (audited)
Total recognized income (loss) in profit or loss (*)
Investment
Deconsolidation of Pocared (see Note 3.B)

)469(
100
471

Financial
liabilities
measured at
fair value
)120(
50
70

Balance as of September 30, 2020 (unaudited)

22,405

-

Balance as of July 1, 2020 (unaudited)

21,757

)176(

Total recognized income (loss) in profit or loss (*)
Investment
Deconsolidation of Pocared (see Note 3.B)
Balance as of September 30, 2020 (unaudited)

77
100
471

106
70

22,405

(*) The entire income (loss) included in profit or loss relating to assets held at the end of the reporting
period. The financial liability is in respect of liability regarding options to purchase preferred
shares in Pocared held by non-controlling interests, was deconsolidated in accordance with
Pocared’s deconsolidation (see Note 3.B above).
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ELRON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD.
Notes to the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements
(USD in thousands, except for price per share and number of shares)

Note 5 – Financial instruments (Cont.)
For the nine and three months period ended September 30, 2019
Financial
assets
measured at
fair value

Financial
liabilities
measured at
fair value

Balance as of January 1, 2019 (audited)

22,080

)955(

Total recognized loss in profit or loss
Investment of non-controlling interests in Pocared
Investment
Initial measurement of an asset at fair value
Exercise of warrants in affiliate

(1,813)
350
2,600
(505)

(166)
(49)
-

Balance as of September 30, 2019 (unaudited)

22,712

(1,170)

Balance as of July 1, 2019 (unaudited)

21,926

(1,162)

436
350

(8)
-

22,712

(1,170)

Total recognized loss in profit or loss
Investment
Balance as of September 30, 2019 (unaudited)

For the year ended December 31, 2019:
Financial
Financial
assets
liabilities
measured at
measured at
fair value
fair value
Audited

C.

Balance as of January 1, 2019

22,080

(955)

Total recognized income (loss) in profit or loss, net
Investment of non-controlling interests in Pocared
Investment
Asset initially measured at fair value
Exercise of options in affiliates
Balance as of December 31, 2019

(2,137)
350
2,600
(590)
22,303

884
(49)
(120)

Valuation techniques
For details on the fair value of investments in unquoted shares, see Note 7 to the annual consolidated
financial statements.
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Elron Electronic Industries Ltd.
ANNEX TO THE INTERIM CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Details relating to investments in the interim consolidated financial statements as of September 30, 2020

Rate of holdings in equity
Elron (1)
RDC (2)

Consolidated
rate of
holdings in
equity

Elron's
effective
rate of
holdings
in equity (3)

Fully diluted
consolidated
rate of
holdings

Elron's fully
diluted
effective
rate of
holdings (3)

Consolidated
carrying value
of investment
September 30,
2020
$ thousands

29.67
27.07
7.00
30.12
23.45
14.02
29.77
11.37
6.43
26.15
16.15
13.96
14.34
11.90
9.39
21.90
4.91
21.79

26.61
24.98
9.83
27.12
19.76
25.2
24.04
18.28
11.69
23.08
29.02
24.99
25.48
21.61
17.12
19.74
8.82
14.37

26.61
24.98
7.26
27.12
19.76
12.62
24.04
9.16
5.86
23.08
14.54
12.52
12.77
10.83
8.58
19.74
4.42
14.37

1,501
12,118
1,070
1,602
234
615
312
1,549
483
-

11.96
19.73
7.20
4.08
7.76
4.43
6.16
3.63

9.86
17.94
6.23
7.15
7.37
3.96
5.49
2.87

9.86
17.94
6.23
3.58
7.37
3.96
5.49
2.87

8,200
3,600
2,600
1,500
1,800
450
130
200

%
Investments in investee companies
Associates:
BrainsGate Ltd.
Cartiheal (2009) Ltd.
Pocared Diagnostics Ltd (4)
Coramaze technologies Ltd (5)
SixGill Ltd.
SecuredTouch Inc.
Alcide IO Ltd.
Open Legacy Technologies Ltd.
IronScales Ltd.
Nitiniotes Ltd.
Lirhot Systems Ltd
Kindite Ltd.
Oz Code Ltd. (formerly CodeValue D.T Ltd.)
Cynerio Israel Ltd.
Sayata Labs Ltd.
SinuSafe Medical Ltd.
One View Space Ltd.
Plymedia Israel (2006) Ltd.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

29.67
27.07
4.00
30.12
23.45
29.77
26.15
21.90
21.79

5.99
27.99
22.69
12.83
32.24
27.86
28.62
23.75
18.74
9.79
-

29.67
27.07
9.99
30.12
23.45
27.99
29.77
22.69
12.83
26.15
32.24
27.86
28.62
23.75
18.74
21.90
9.79
21.79

Other investments:
Notal Vision Inc.
11.96
11.96
Aqwise – Wise Water Technologies Ltd.
19.73
19.73
AudioBurst Ltd.
7.20
7.20
N-Drip Ltd.
8.15
8.15
Kzen Networks Ltd.
7.76
7.76
Azura Ophthalmics Ltd.
4.43
4.43
Atlantium Technologies Ltd.
6.16
6.16
Forsight Vision6 Inc.
3.63
3.63
Including holdings through Elron's fully-owned subsidiaries.
Including holdings through a fully-owned subsidiary of RDC.
Elron's effective holdings include holdings by RDC multiplied by 50.10% (Elron's holding rate in RDC).
In August 2020, Pocared ceased to be a subsidiary of Elron.
Includes indirect holdings through Coramaze Technologies GmbH.
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Elron Electronic Industries Ltd.
English Translation of Financial Data from the Interim
Consolidated Financial Statements Attributable to the
Company
As of
September 30, 2020
Unaudited
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The Shareholders of Elron Electronic Industries Ltd
ToHa Tower, Yigal Alon 114
Tel Aviv, 6744320

Israel
Re:

Special report to the review of the separate interim financial information in
accordance with Regulation 38d to the Israeli Securities Regulations (Periodic and
Immediate Reports), 1970

Introduction
We have reviewed the separate condensed interim financial information disclosed in accordance with
Regulation 38d to the Israeli Securities Regulations (Periodic and Immediate Reports), 1970 of Elron
Electronic Industries Ltd. (the "Company") as of September 30, 2020 and for the nine and three months
period then ended. The Company's board of directors and management are responsible for the separate
condensed interim financial information. Our responsibility is to express a conclusion on the separate
condensed interim financial information based on our review.
We did not review the condensed interim financial information of associates, which their total assets
less their total liabilities, net, amounted to approximately $2,433 thousand as of September 30, 2020,
and the Company's share in their losses amounted to approximately $4,038 thousand and
approximately $569 thousand for the nine and three months period then ended, respectively. The
condensed interim financial information of those associates was reviewed by other auditors, whose
review reports have been furnished to us, and our conclusion, insofar as it relates to the financial
information in respect of those associates, is based on the review reports of the other auditors.
Scope of review
We conducted our review in accordance with Review Standard 2410 of the Institute of Certified Public
Accountants in Israel, "Review of Interim Financial Information Performed by the Independent Auditor
of the Entity." A review of interim financial information consists of making inquiries, primarily of
persons responsible for financial and accounting matters, and applying analytical and other review
procedures. A review is substantially less in scope than an audit conducted in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards in Israel and consequently does not enable us to obtain assurance that we
would become aware of all significant matters that might be identified in an audit. Accordingly, we do
not express an audit opinion.
Conclusion
Based on our review and the report of the other auditor, nothing has come to our attention that causes
us to believe that the accompanying separate condensed interim financial information is not prepared,
in all material respects, in accordance with Regulation 38d to the Securities Regulations (Periodic and
Immediate Reports), 1970.

Tel-Aviv, Israel
November 25, 2020

Kesselman & Kesselman
Certified Public Accountants (lsr.)
A member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited

Kesselman & Kesselman, Trade Tower, 25 Hamered Street, Tel-Aviv 6812508, Israel,
P.O Box 50005 Tel-Aviv 6150001 Telephone: +972 -3- 7954555, Fax:+972 -3- 7954556, www.pwc.com/il

Special Report according to Regulation 38d
Financial Data and Information from the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements
Attributable to Elron Electronic Industries Ltd. ("the Company")
The following separate financial data and information attributable to the Company ("Separate Data") are derived
from the Company's Interim Consolidated Financial Statements as of September 30, 2020, and for the nine and
three months then ended ("the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements"), which form part of the Company's
periodic reports. The Separate Data is presented in accordance with Regulation 38d of the Israel Securities
Regulations (Periodic and Immediate Reports) – 1970.
The significant accounting policies followed in the preparation of the following Separate Data are identical to
those applied in the preparation of the Company's consolidated annual financial statements for the year ended
December 31, 2019 ("Consolidated Financial Statements for 2019") and the Company's Interim Consolidated
Financial Statements, apart from differences arising from compliance with the aforementioned regulations.
Presentation of transactions which were eliminated in the interim consolidated financial statements
Intercompany balances, transactions and cash flows between the Company and its subsidiaries were eliminated in
the preparation of the Company's Interim Consolidated Financial Statements.
In the Separate Data, such transactions are presented as follows:




Financial position data attributable to the Company include balances in respect of the Company's
subsidiaries which were eliminated in the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements.
Income and loss data attributable to the Company include income and expenses of the Company resulting
from transactions with its subsidiaries, which were eliminated in the Interim Consolidated Financial
Statements.
Cash flow data attributable to the Company include cash flows between the Company and its subsidiaries
which were eliminated in the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Elron Electronic Industries Ltd.
Data from the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements of Financial Position Attributable to
the Company as of

September 30
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands

December 31
2019
Audited

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Bank deposits
Other investments in securities
Other accounts receivable

9,933
6,037
4,739
934

14,696
20,872
591

8,437
21,814
94

21,643

36,159

30,345

77,602
19,147
1,626
278

80,787
19,153
1,846
29

81,197
19,308
1,939
29

98,653

101,815

102,473

120,296

137,974

132,818

Non-current assets
Investments in subsidiaries and associates, net
Investments in other companies measured at fair value
Right-of-use assets
Property, plant and equipment, net

Total assets

The accompanying additional information is an integral part of the separate financial data and information.
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Elron Electronic Industries Ltd.
Data from the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements of Financial Position Attributable to
the Company as of

September 30
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands

December 31
2019
Audited

Current liabilities
Trade payables
Current maturities of lease liabilities
Other accounts payable

201
363
2,422

35
458
3,373

55
485
4,135

2,986

3,866

4,675

1,345
49,611

1,449
49,027

1,497
49,396

50,956

50,476

50,893

9,584
211,618
6,401
(161,249)

9,584
211,618
6,069
(143,639)

9,584
211,618
6,158
(150,110)

66,354

83,632

77,250

120,296

137,974

132,818

Long-term liabilities
Lease liabilities
Other long term liabilities (Note 2)

Equity attributable to the Company's shareholders
Issued capital
Share premium
Capital reserves
Accumulated deficit
Total equity

The accompanying additional information is an integral part of the separate financial data and information.

Doron Cohen *)
Director

Yaron Elad
Chief Executive Officer

Niv Levy
Chief Financial Officer

Approval date of the interim consolidated financial statements: November 25, 2020
*)

Authorized by the board of directors to sign these financial statements in lieu of the chairman of the board of directors,
see Note 1 to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
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Elron Electronic Industries Ltd.
Data from the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements of Income (Loss) Attributable to the Company
For the
Nine months ended
Three months ended
September 30
September 30
2020
2019
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands

Year ended
December 31
2019
Audited

Income
384

581

105

237

829

2,917
661
-

3,704
3,371
371

1,051
396
-

1,179
1,075
-

5,283
3,792
371

3,578

7,446

1,447

2,254

9,446

(3,194)

(6,865)

(1,342)

(2,017)

(8,617)

456

670

1,002

436

909

(8,684)

(9,564)

595

(3,049)

(14,668)

(11,422)

(15,759)

255

(4,630)

(22,376)

Financial income (Note 2)
Expenses
General and administrative expenses
Financial expenses (Note 2)
Other expenses

Gain from disposal and revaluation of investee
companies and changes in holdings, net
Company’s share of gain (loss) of subsidiaries and
associates
Gain (loss) attributable to the Company's shareholders

The accompanying additional information is an integral part of the separate financial data and information.
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Elron Electronic Industries Ltd.
Data from the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements of Comprehensive Income (Loss) Attributable
to the Company
For the
Nine months ended
Three months ended
September 30
September 30
2020
2019
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands

Year ended
December 31
2019
Audited

(11,422)

(15,759)

255

(4,630)

(22,376)

Amounts that are classified or may be reclassified to
profit or loss under certain conditions:
Foreign currency translation differences for foreign
operation

35

(47)

34

(39)

(24)

Total gain (loss) that would be reclassified to profit or
loss under certain conditions

35

(47)

34

(39)

(24)

Total other comprehensive gain (loss) attributable to the
Company

35

(47)

34

(39)

(24)

(11,387)

(15,806)

289

(4,669)

(22,400)

Gain (loss) attributable to the Company's shareholders
Other comprehensive loss (net of tax):

Total comprehensive gain (loss) attributable to the
Company's shareholders

The accompanying additional information is an integral part of the separate financial data and information.
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Elron Electronic Industries Ltd.
Data from the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements of Cash Flows Attributable to the Company
For the
Nine months ended
Three months ended
September 30
September 30
2020
2019
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands

Year ended
December 31
2019
Audited

Cash flows from operating activities
Gain (loss) attributable to the Company
Adjustments to reconcile income (loss) to net cash used
in operating activities:
Adjustment to the profit or loss items:
Company’s share of loss (gain) of subsidiaries and
associates
Depreciation and amortization
Finance, net
Stock based compensation
Gain from disposal and revaluation of investee
companies and changes in holdings, net
Other

(11,422)

8,684
338
141
284
(456)
(86)

255

(4,630)

(22,376)

9,564
250
(490)
412

(595)
113
(52)
207

3,049
123
(132)
145

14,668
292
(735)
558

(670)
(543)

(1,002)
(61)

(436)
(188)

(909)
(622)

(15,759)

8,905

8,523

(807)
135
(1,772)
215

(377)
(12)
(90)
3,479

(2,229)

3,000

(81)
354
273

551
551

2,561

13,252

(251)
39
(29)
358

(90)
(41)
209
1,155

120
8
672
3,848

117

(1,233)

4,648

(1,390)

Changes in assets and liabilities of the Company:
Decrease (increase) in other accounts receivable
Increase (decrease) in trade payables
Increase (decrease) in other accounts payable
Increase (decrease) in other long term liabilities

Cash received during the period for:
Interest paid
Interest received

Net cash used in operating activities

(4,473)

(3,685)

(27)
56
29

229
229

(989)

(607)

The accompanying additional information is an integral part of the separate financial data and information.
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762
762
(3,714)

Elron Electronic Industries Ltd.
Data from the Interim Consolidated Financial Statements of Cash Flows Attributable to the Company (Cont.)

For the
Three months
Nine months ended
ended
September 30
September 30
2020
2019
2020
2019
Unaudited
$ thousands

Year ended
December 31
2019
Audited

Cash flows from investment activities
(274)
(4,926)
823
16,624
(6,000)

(3)
(1,698)
(6,422)
-

(42)
(140)
823
5,000
-

(891)
(7,922)
-

(3)
(6,960)
(7,330)
-

Net cash provided by (used in) investment activities

6,247

(8,123)

5,641

(8,813)

(14,293)

Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from issuance of shares net of issuance
expenses
Repayment of lease liability

(278)

20,876
(183)

(93)

(62)

20,876
(243)

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities

(278)

20,693

(93)

(62)

20,633

Increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents as of beginning of the period

1,496
8,437

8,885
5,811

4,559
5,374

(9,482)
24,178

2,626
5,811

Cash and cash equivalents as of end of the period

9,933

14,696

9,933

14,696

8,437

Purchase of property and equipment
Investment in associates and subsidiaries
Proceeds from sale of associates and other companies
Sale of (investment in) other investments in securities
Investment of deposits in banks, net

The accompanying additional information is an integral part of the separate financial data and information.
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Elron Electronic Industries Ltd.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
U.S.D in thousands

1.

General
The accompanying condensed separate financial data as of September 30, 2020 and for the nine and three months
then ended, have been prepared in accordance with Regulation 38d of the Israel Securities Regulations (Periodic and
Immediate Reports) – 1970. The accompanying separate financial data should be read in conjunction with the
Company's Consolidated Financial Statements for 2019, the Company's Interim Consolidated Financial Statements
and accompanying notes.

2.

Other long term liabilities
Other long term liabilities include liabilities towards Elbit Ltd. which is a fully owned subsidiary of Elron.
The balance is comprised of non-interest bearing and unlinked NIS capital note. Exchange rate differences
related to this capital note are included under line item financial income or financial expenses in the statement
of income (loss).

----------------
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Elron Electronic Industries Ltd.

Part IV
English Translation of Quarterly Report
regarding the Effectiveness of the Internal
Control over Financial Reporting and
Disclosure pursuant to Regulation 38C:
As of September 30, 2020

Attached herein is a quarterly report regarding the effectiveness of internal control over financial
reporting and disclosure, pursuant to Regulation 38C of the Israel Securities Regulations
(Periodic and Immediate Reports), 5730-1970:
Quarterly report regarding the effectiveness of the internal control over financial reporting and
disclosure, pursuant to Regulation 38C(a):
Management, under the supervision of the board of directors of Elron Electronic Industries Ltd. (the
"Corporation"), is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal controls over the
financial reporting and disclosure in the Corporation.
In this regard, the members of management are:
1.

Mr. Yaron Elad, CEO;

2.

Mr. Niv Levy, CFO.

The Corporation's internal control over financial reporting and disclosure is a process designed by, or
under the supervision of, the Corporation's principal executive and principal financial officer, or persons
performing similar functions, and under the board of directors' supervision, that is meant to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial
statements in accordance with the provisions of the law, and to ensure that the information that the
Corporation is required to disclose in its reports according to the provisions of the law is recorded,
processed, summarized and reported in a timely manner, in the format prescribed by law.
The internal control includes, inter alia, controls and procedures which were designed to ensure that
information which the Corporation is required to disclose as aforesaid, is recorded and made available
to the Corporation's management, including the principal executive officer and principal financial officer,
or persons performing similar functions, as necessary to permit the timely adoption of resolutions
pertaining to disclosure requirements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting and disclosure is not intended
to provide absolute assurance regarding prevention or detection of misstatements or omissions.
In the quarterly report on the effectiveness of the internal control over financial reporting and disclosure
which was attached to the periodic report for the period ended June 30, 2020 (the "Last Quarterly
Report Regarding the Internal Control"), the board of directors and management assessed the
Corporation's internal control. Based on this assessment, the Corporation's board of directors and
management deemed the internal control as of June 30, 2020 effective.
Up until the date of this report, no event or matter was brought to the attention of management or the
board of directors which would change the assessment of the effectiveness of the internal control, as
set forth in the Last Quarterly Report Regarding the Internal Control.
As of the date of this report, based on the assessment of the effectiveness of the internal control in the
Last Quarterly Report Regarding the Internal Control, and based on information which was brought to
the attention of management and the board of directors as aforesaid, the internal control is effective.

Declaration of the Principal Executive Officer pursuant to Regulation 38C(d)(1):
Managers' Declaration
Declaration of the Chief Executive Officer
I, Yaron Elad, declare that:
(1) I have examined the quarterly report of Elron Electronic Industries Ltd. (the "Corporation") for
the third quarter of 2020 (the "Reports");
(2) Based on my knowledge, the Reports do not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or
omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of the
circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the
period covered by the Reports;
(3) Based on my knowledge, the financial statements and other financial information included in
the Reports, fairly present, in all material respects, the financial condition, results of operations
and cash flows of the Corporation, as of, and for the periods presented in the Reports;
(4) I have disclosed to the Corporation's independent auditors, board of directors and audit
committee of the Corporation's board of directors, based on my most recent assessment of
internal control over financial reporting and disclosure:
(a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal
control over financial reporting and disclosure, which are reasonably likely to adversely
affect the Corporation's ability to record, process, summarize or report financial information
in a manner which may cast doubt on the reliability of the financial reporting and preparation
of the financial statements in accordance with the provisions of the law; and –
(b) Any fraud, whether or not material, which involves the principal executive officer, a direct
subordinate of the principal executive officer, or other employees who have a significant
role in the internal control over financial reporting and disclosure.
(5) I, alone or together with others in the Corporation, have:
(a) Designed such controls and procedures, or caused such controls and procedures to be
designed and maintained under my supervision, to ensure that material information relating
to the Corporation, including its consolidated subsidiaries as defined in the Israel Securities
Law (Annual Financial Statements), 5770-2010, is made known to me by others within the
Corporation and the consolidated subsidiaries, particularly during the period in which the
Reports are being prepared; and –
(b) Designed such controls and procedures, or caused such controls and procedures to be
designed and maintained under my supervision, to reasonably ensure the reliability of the
financial reporting and preparation of the financial statements in accordance with the
provisions of the law, including in accordance with GAAP;
(c) No event or matter was brought to my attention during the period between the date of the
last report (quarterly or periodic, as relevant) and the date of this report, which would change
the conclusion of the board of directors and management regarding the effectiveness of the
internal control over financial reporting and disclosure of the Corporation.
Nothing in the aforesaid derogates from my responsibility or the responsibility of any other person,
pursuant to any law.
November 25, 2020
Yaron Elad, CEO

___________________________________

Declaration of the Principal Financial Officer pursuant to Regulation 38C(d)(2):

Managers' Declaration
Declaration of Principal Financial Officer
I, Niv Levy, declare that:
(1) I have examined the interim financial statements and other financial information which is
included in the interim reports of Elron Electronic Industries Ltd. (the "Corporation") for the third
quarter of 2020 (the "Reports" or the "Interim Reports");
(2) Based on my knowledge, the interim financial statements and other financial information which
is included in the Interim Reports do not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit
to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances
under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by
the Reports;
(3) Based on my knowledge, the interim financial statements and other financial information
included in the Interim Reports fairly present, in all material respects, the financial condition,
results of operations and cash flows of the Corporation, as of, and for the periods presented in
the Reports;
(4) I have disclosed to the Corporation's independent auditor, board of directors and the audit
committee of the Corporation's board of directors, based on my most recent assessment of
internal control over financial reporting and disclosure:
(a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal
control over financial reporting and disclosure, insofar as the same refers to the interim
financial statements and other financial information which is included in the Interim Reports,
which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the Corporation's ability to record, process,
summarize or report financial information in a manner which may cast doubt on the reliability
of the financial reporting and preparation of the financial statements in accordance with the
provisions of the law; and –
(b) Any fraud, whether or not material, which involves the principal executive officer, a direct
subordinate of the principal executive officer, or other employees who have a significant
role in the internal control over the financial reporting and disclosure.
(5) I, alone or together with others in the Corporation, have:
(a) Designed controls and procedures, or caused such controls and procedures to be designed
and maintained under our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the
Corporation, including its consolidated subsidiaries as defined in the Israel Securities Law
(Annual Financial Statements), 5770-2010, is made known to me by others in the
Corporation and the consolidated subsidiaries, particularly during the period in which the
Reports are being prepared; and –
(b) Designed such controls and procedures, or caused such controls and procedures to be
designed and maintained under my supervision, to reasonably ensure the reliability of the
financial reporting and preparation of the financial statements in accordance with the
provisions of the law, including in accordance with GAAP;
(c) No event or matter was brought to my attention during the period between the date of the
last report (quarterly or periodic, as relevant) and the date of this report, relating to the
interim financial statements and other financial information included in the Interim Reports,
which would change, in my assessment, the conclusion of the board of directors and
management regarding the effectiveness of the internal control over financial reporting and
disclosure of the Corporation.
Nothing in the aforesaid derogates from my responsibility or the responsibility of any other person,
pursuant to any law.
November 25, 2020
Niv Levy, CFO

___________________________________

November 25, 2020
To:
The Board Of Directors of
Elron Electronic Industries Ltd. ("the Company")
Dear Sirs,
Re:

Auditors' Consent in connection with the self prospecus of the Company published
February 2019

We hereby consent to the incorporation (including by reference) of our reports described below in
connection with the shelf prospectus from February 2019:
(1) Auditors' review report from November 25, 2020 regarding the interim consolidated financial
information of the Company as of September 30, 2020 and for the nine and three months
periods then ended.
(2) Auditors' report from November 25, 2020 regarding the separate interim financial
information of the Company as of September 30, 2020 and for the nine and three months
periods then ended in accordance with Regulation 38d to the Israeli Securities Regulations
(Periodic and Immediate Reports), 1970.

Kind Regards,
Kesselman & Kesselman
Certified Public Accountants (lsr.)
A member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited

Kesselman & Kesselman, Trade Tower, 25 Hamered Street, Tel-Aviv 6812508, Israel,
P.O Box 50005 Tel-Aviv 6150001 Telephone: +972 -3- 7954555, Fax:+972 -3- 7954556, www.pwc.com/il

English Translation of Liabilities report of the Company by repayment date
Section 36a to the Israel Securities Law (1968)
Report as of September 30, 2020
Following are the liabilities of the Company by repayment date:
The following data are presented in NIS and were translated from USD to NIS using the exchange rate as of September 30, 2020 (1 USD = 3.441 NIS)
A. Debentures issued to the public by the reporting Entity and held by the public, excluding debentures held by the Company's parent ,controlling shareholder,
companies controlled by one of the parties mentioned above or by companies controlled by the company - based on separate financial data of the Entity ("Solo"
reports) (NIS in thousands)
Principle repayment
Gross interest payments
NIS
NIS
(excluding deduction of
(CPI linked)
(Not linked)
Euro
USD
Other
tax)
First year
0
0
0
0
0
0
Second year
0
0
0
0
0
0
Third year
0
0
0
0
0
0
Fourth Year
0
0
0
0
0
0
Fifth year and thereafter
0
0
0
0
0
0
Total
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total by years
0
0
0
0
0
0

B. Private debentures and non-bank credit, excluding debentures or credit granted by the Comapny's parent, controlling
shareholder, companies controlled by one of the parties mentioned above or by companies controlled by the company - based on
separate financial data of the Entity ("Solo" reports) (NIS in thousands)
Principle repayment
NIS
NIS
(CPI linked)
(Not linked)
Euro
USD
Other
First year
0
0
0
0
0
Second year
0
0
0
0
0
Third year
0
0
0
0
0
Fourth Year
0
0
0
0
0
Fifth year and thereafter
0
0
0
0
0
Total
0
0
0
0
0

Gross interest payments
(excluding deduction of
tax)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total by years
0
0
0
0
0
0

C. Bank credit from Israeli banks - based on separate financial data of the Entity ("Solo" reports) (NIS in thousands)
Principle repayment
NIS
NIS
(CPI linked)
(Not linked)
Euro
USD
First year
0
0
0
0
Second year
0
0
0
0
Third year
0
0
0
0
Fourth Year
0
0
0
0
Fifth year and thereafter
0
0
0
0
Total
0
0
0
0

Other
0
0
0
0
0
0

Gross interest payments
(excluding deduction of
tax)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total by years
0
0
0
0
0
0

D. Bank credit from non-Israeli banks - based on separate financial data of the Entity ("Solo" reports) (NIS in thousands)
Principle repayment
NIS
NIS
(CPI linked)
(Not linked)
Euro
USD
First year
0
0
0
0
Second year
0
0
0
0
Third year
0
0
0
0
Fourth Year
0
0
0
0
Fifth year and thereafter
0
0
0
0
Total
0
0
0
0

Other
0
0
0
0
0
0

Gross interest payments
(excluding deduction of
tax)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total by years
0
0
0
0
0
0

E. Summary of tables A-D, totals of: bank credit, non-bank credit and debentures - based on separate financial data of the
Entity ("Solo" reports) (NIS in thousands)
Principle repayment
NIS
NIS
(CPI linked)
(Not linked)
Euro
USD
First year
0
0
0
0
Second year
0
0
0
0
Third year
0
0
0
0
Fourth Year
0
0
0
0
Fifth year and thereafter
0
0
0
0
Total
0
0
0
0

Other
0
0
0
0
0
0

Gross interest payments
(excluding deduction of
tax)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total by years
0
0
0
0
0
0

F. Off-balance credit exposure - based on separate financial data of the Entity ("Solo" reports) (NIS in thousands)
Principle repayment
NIS
NIS
(CPI linked)
(Not linked)
Euro
USD
First year
0
0
0
0
Second year
0
0
0
0
Third year
0
0
0
0
Fourth Year
0
0
0
0
Fifth year and thereafter
0
0
0
0
Total
0
0
0
0

Other
0
0
0
0
0
0

Gross interest payments
(excluding deduction of
tax)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total by years
0
0
0
0
0
0

G. Off-balance credit exposure of all consolidated companies, excluding companies that are considered as reporting companies, and excluding
the reporting Company's data described above in Table F (NIS in thousands)
Principle repayment
Gross interest payments
NIS
NIS
(excluding deduction of
(CPI linked)
(Not linked)
Euro
USD
Other
tax)
First year
0
0
0
0
0
0
Second year
0
0
0
0
0
0
Third year
0
0
0
0
0
0
Fourth Year
0
0
0
0
0
0
Fifth year and thereafter
0
0
0
0
0
0
Total
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total by years
0
0
0
0
0
0

H. Totals of: bank credit, non-bank credit, and debentures of all consolidated companies, excluding companies that are considered as reporting
companies and excluding the data of the reporting Entity described above in Tables A-D (NIS in thousands)
Principle repayment
Gross interest payments
NIS
NIS
(excluding deduction of
(CPI linked)
(Not linked)
Euro
USD
Other
tax)
First year
0
0
0
0
0
0
Second year
0
0
0
0
0
0
Third year
0
0
0
0
0
0
Fourth Year
0
0
0
0
0
0
Fifth year and thereafter
0
0
0
0
0
0
Total
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total by years
0
0
0
0
0
0

I. Total credit granted to the reporting Entity by the parent company or controlling shareholder, and total amounts of debentures issued by
the reporting Entity that are held by the parent company or controlling shareholder (NIS in thousands)
Principle repayment
NIS
NIS
(CPI linked)
(Not linked)
Euro
USD
Other
First year
0
0
0
0
0
Second year
0
0
0
0
0
Third year
0
0
0
0
0
Fourth Year
0
0
0
0
0
Fifth year and thereafter
0
0
0
0
0
Total
0
0
0
0
0

Gross interest payments
(excluding deduction of
tax)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total by years
0
0
0
0
0
0

J. Credit granted to the reporting Entity by companies controlled by the parent company or by the controlling shareholder, and are
not controlled by the reporting Entity, and debentures issued by the reporting Entity held by companies controlled by
the parent company or by controlling shareholder and are not controlled by the reporting Entity (NIS in thousands)
Principle repayment
NIS
NIS
(CPI linked)
(Not linked)
Euro
USD
Other
First year
0
0
0
0
0
Second year
0
0
0
0
0
Third year
0
0
0
0
0
Fourth Year
0
0
0
0
0
Fifth year and thereafter
0
0
0
0
0
Total
0
0
0
0
0

Gross interest payments
(excluding deduction of
tax)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total by years
0
0
0
0
0
0

K. Credit granted to the reporting Entity by consolidated companies and debentures issued by the reporting Entity held
by consolidated companies (NIS in thousands)
Principle repayment
NIS
NIS
(CPI linked)
(Not linked)
Euro
USD
First year
0
0
0
0
Second year
0
0
0
Third year
0
0
0
0
Fourth Year
0
0
0
0
Fifth year and thereafter
0
0
0
0
Total
0
0
0
0

Gross interest payments
(excluding deduction of
tax)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total by years
0
0
0
0
0
0

Other
0
0
0
0
0
0

L. (1) Cash and cash equivalents, marketable securities and short-term deposits based on the Company's separate financial data
(NIS in thousands)
(2) Cash and cash equivalents, marketable securities and short-term deposits based on the Company's consolidated Statements (NIS in thousands)

71,259
161,289

